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Let A be an associative algebra and M an A-bimodule. In the 1940s
G. Hochschild defined cohomology groups Hn(A, M) for n=0, 1, 2, . . .
[GHo1]. These are the n-linear maps from the product A_ } } } _A into M
satisfying certain (cocycle) identities (see section I.1) with a certain sub-
group factored out (the coboundaries). This cohomology is called the
Hochschild cohomology.
The definition of Hochschild cohomology (suitably adjusted) was carried
over to the theory of Banach (operator) algebras and corresponding
modules (Banach modules) by B. E. Johnson, R. V. Kadison and J. R.
Ringrose in the late sixties ([BJo1], [K-R1]). This theory has attracted
much attention in the last twenty years; it has lead to new characterizations
of some important classes of operator algebras.
In more detail, if R is a von Neumann algebra, R is said to be amenable
(as a von Neumann algebra) if H 1(R, M)=0 for all dual normal modules
M (see III.3. for definitions). By combining results of A. Connes, Johnson,
and KadisonRingrose ([ACo1], [BJol], [K-R1], and [K-R2]), it has
been shown that these algebras are exactly the injective von Neumann
algebras (which now play an important role in areas as diverse as knot
theory, geometry, and quantum physics).
Something similar happens in the case of C*-algebras. A C*-algebra A
is called amenable if H1(A, M)=0 for all dual modules M (see I.3.1). That
condition is shown by Connes and U. Haagerup ([ACo2], [UHa1]) to be
equivalent to requiring A to be nuclear (a class of C*-algebras with special
tensor product properties).
In many mathematical and physical situations, structures such as those
described above appear with special groups acting on them. For example,
the operator algebras are often equipped with a group action (describing
certain natural symmetries in a physical or geometric context, or a dynami-
cal evolution in a purely physical context).
The primary thrust of this treatise is to develop a cohomological
framework, along the lines of Hochschild cohomology, for operator algebras
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on which a group acts by automorphisms. The purpose of this equivariant
Hochschild cohomology theory is to help in describing and classifying the
combined structure of an operator algebra and a group action, as well as to
serve as an incisive invariant for geometrical constructs associated with this
combined structure. In this paper the foundations of this equivariant
cohomology theory are laid. We sketch the content of each section.
In Chapter I, the equivariant cohomology groups are defined. The first
section notes the definitions in the algebraic case. Before the equivariant
cohomology can be defined, a definition of an action of a group on an
algebra is needed, as well as a definition of an equivariant module. Loosely,
an action of a group G on an algebra A is a homomorphism from the
group into the group of automorphisms of A. If M is an A-bimodule, then
M is called an equivariant module if there is a homomorphism from G into
the linear bijective endomorphisms of M such that these maps satisfy some
compatibility with the action of G on A and A on M. Thus, an equivariant
module consists of a quadruple (A, :, M, ;), where A is the algebra, : is
the homomorphism from G into Aut(A), M is the A-bimodule, and ; is the
homomorphism from G into Lin(M). With these definitions, the equiv-
ariant cohomology of an algebra A with coefficients in an equivariant
module can be defined. First, the equivariant cochains CnG(A, M) are
defined as the standard cochains that are equivariantthey ``commute''
with the actions of G on A and M. We prove that the usual Hochschild
coboundary operator 2 maps equivariant cochains into equivariant
cochains. Finally, the equivariant cohomology groups are defined as the
cohomology of the complex (CnG(A, M), 2). When the actions of the group
G on A and on M are both trivial, the equivariant Hochschild cohomology
coincides with the standard Hochschild cohomology.
In Section 2, the equivariant cohomology theory is developed for the
case where A is a Banach algebra. Also in this setting, a definition of group
action has to be givencertain continuity properties have to be added to
the definition given in Section 1. Similar adjustments are necessary for the
equivariant modules; this leads to the notion of Banach equivariant
modules, or Banach G-A modules (for a module over the Banach algebra
A, where the group involved is G). Of course, it is, again, a quadruple that
describes a Banach equivariant module. We make the simplifying choice
that the actions on A and M are by isometries. We could, equally well,
require only that there exists some finite upper bound for the norms of all
the automorphisms and bijective endomorphisms. That weakened assump-
tion would broaden the theory; however, (almost) all the results obtained
would hold in that case with only a few adjustments to take into account
the changed norms.
In the standard Hochschild cohomology theory of Banach algebras, dual
modules play an important role (I.3.1). In Section 3, an equivariant version
53an equivariant cohomology theory, i
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of such modules is defined. It turns out that the equivariant dual modules
play a role in the equivariant cohomology similar to the one played by
dual modules in the standard theory. The appropriate definition of ``dual
equivariant module'' is far from clear. The fact (Lemma I.3.9) that a dual
equivariant module is the dual of a Banach equivariant module substan-
tiates the choice of definition we make. That result is an equivariant ver-
sion of the corresponding result in the standard theory. The reader should
be warned, however, that in general, a dual equivariant module is not a
Banach equivariant module. This is an important variation from the
standard theory.
In Chapter II, we initiate the development of the equivariant cohomo-
logy theory. In section 1, the equivariant cohomology groups in dimensions
0, 1, and 2 are considered. A few immediate consequences of the definitions
are given. In Section 2, we examine the question of whether a dimension
shift formula similar to the one in standard theory (Hn+p(A, M)&
Hn(A, C p(A, M)) holds in the equivariant theory. It turns out that by
defining an action of G on the cochain group Cp(A, M) it can be made into
an equivariant module (with some restrictions) in such a way that
Hn+pG (A, M)&H
n
G(A, C
p(A, M)). The way in which the action of the
group G on the cochain groups can be used to compute the equivariant
cohomology from the standard cohomology is investigated.
In Section 3, we continue the study of the relation between the standard
and equivariant cohomologies. Since equivariant cochains are also
standard cochains, inclusion of cochains induces a map from equivariant
cohomology into standard cohomology. The properties of this map
(denoted 8) are investigated, and two results are proved. The first result
gives conditions sufficient for 8 to be injective, and the second gives condi-
tions sufficient for the map to be surjective. These results have as a
corollary that if G is a finite group with inner action on A, then
HnG(A, A)&H
n(A, A) for all n.
In the fourth section of Chapter II, the relative cohomology of M.
Gerstenhaber and S. D. Schack ([G-S2]), as carried over by L. Kadison
([LKa]) to Banach algebras, is generalized to equivariant cohomology. It
is proven that HnG(A, B;M)&H
n
G(A, M) when B has all equivariant
cohomology groups zero (for a specified class of modules, depending on
the properties of the module M). This result is an analogue of a result in
Chapter V of [LKa], (the proof of this result is very close to that in
[LKa]). Finally, special consideration is given to the case where A is
unital and B is the algebra CI, where I is the unit in A. This last study
follows, closely, the exposition in [MSc].
In Section 5 of Chapter II, we consider two examples. The first example
is purely algebraic. This example shows that the map 8 from the equiv-
ariant cohomology group into the standard cohomology group is not
54 kjeld knudsen jensen
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always injective. We conjecture that the same holds for the continuous
theory, but have not yet found an example. The second example is very
simple (very computable, using the results of section II.4). In this example
we compute explicitly some equivariant cohomology groups.
In Chapter III, cohomologically trivial algebras are considered. A
Banach algebra A is called contractible if H1(A, M)=0 for all Banach A-
modules M. This notion is transferred to the equivariant cohomology by
calling a Banach algebra A, with a given action : of a group G, G-contrac-
tible if H1G(A, M)=0 for all Banach G-A-modules M. It follows from the
results of section II.3 that if G is compact and A is contractible, then A is
G-contractible for any action of G. However, somewhat more surprising, if
A is G-contractible for some action of some group G, then A is contractible
in the usual sense. We prove that all finite-dimensional C*-algebras are
G-contractible, for any group G-acting on A. This implies that a C*-
algebra is contractible if and only if it is G-contractible, since a C*-algebra
is contractible if and only if it is finite dimensional ([AHe1]).
In Section 2, a Banach algebra A is defined to be G-amenable if
H1G(A, M)=0 for all dual G-A-modules M. This is the standard notion of
amenability carried over to the equivariant theoryno mention of a group
yields the standard definition of amenability. Results analogous to the ones
for contractibility are obtained, namely, if A is amenable and G is
amenable as a group, then A is G-amenable for any action of the group G.
Moreover, if A is G-amenable for some action of some discrete group G,
then A is amenable. It is essential to the proof of this last result that the
group be discrete, but I do not know if it is essential for the result. It would
be interesting to exhibit an amenable Banach algebra A and an action of
a group G such that A is not G-amenable, or to exhibit a G-amenable
Banach algebra that is not amenable (for a non discrete group). At the end
of Section 2, we prove that if a group G has ``product'' action on a UHF C*-
algebra A, then A is G-amenable without any restrictions on the group G.
Thus it is not possible to find the examples, sought above, in that context.
In the last section of Chapter III, we study amenable von Neumann
algebras. We prove that if N is a type II1 factor and N is G-amenable as
a von Neumann algebra for a discrete group G, then N is amenable as a
von Neumann algebra in the usual sense. The proof of this relies on an
analysis of the ``Connes module'' and the ``Connes derivation'' proving that
the Connes module is an equivariant module and the Connes derivation is
equivariant.
In a sequel to this paper we shall continue the investigation of the equiv-
ariant cohomology theory studied in this paper. We indicate the contents
of that sequel.
The material in the first chapters of the sequel has as background the K-
theory result of P. Julg ([PJu]) to the effect that the equivariant K-theory
55an equivariant cohomology theory, i
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of a C*-algebra is isomorphic to the K-theory of the crossed product
algebra. We follow the construction in [D-K-R] of the covariance algebra
associated with a C*-algebra and an abelian group (in our case, a Banach
algebra and an arbitrary locally compact group). Corresponding to our
equivariant structure, we produce the oppropriate ``covariance module.''
Throughout this sequel we study the interrelation among the standard
cohomology of the algebra, the standard cohomology of the covariance
algebra, and the equivariant cohomology of both algebras.
The question of amenability of the covariance algebra is investigated.
The work of J. Rosenberg ([JRo]) and a corollary of the work of P.
Green, Haagerup, and Connes ([PGr], [UHa1], [ACo2]) are used to
establish some results in the context of equivariant cohomology.
We establish relations among two other equivariant cohomology
theoriesthose of S. Klimek, W. Kondracki, and A. Lesniewski ([K-K-L])
and D. Gong ([DGo]). We show that they yield cohomology groups
isomorphic to one another. If the group is finite or the algebra is finite
dimensional, then the equivariant theories of [DGo] and [K-K-L] are
special cases of the theory developed in this paper.
The content of this paper is from my Ph.D. thesis. My gratitude is due
to my Ph.D. advisor R.V. Kadison for suggesting the topic of my thesis, for
support and helpful comments during the research and in the formulation
of this article.
I. Definitions and Basic Constructions
In this chapter, the equivariant cohomology theory is defined. The equiv-
ariant cohomology theory is first defined in a purely algebraic setting, and
then transferred to a continuous (Banach algebra) setting.
Section 1 starts with a definition of the ordinary Hochschild cohomology.
After that, definitions of action of a group on an algebra and of an equivariant
module are given. Finally, the equivariant cohomology groups are defined.
In section 2, the definitions of section 1 are transferred to the case where
the algebra under consideration is a Banach algebra. Actions of topological
groups on Banach algebras and Banach modules are defined; these last
definitions lead to the notion of a Banach equivariant module. Finally, the
continuous equivariant cohomology groups are defined.
In section 3, the important notion of dual modules is transferred to the
equivariant setting, that is, a definition of equivariant dual modules is
given. The result that made it clear that the definition of equivariant dual
module given was the appropriate one is the result in I.3.15: An equivariant
module is a dual equivariant module if and only if it is the dual of a
Banach equivariant module.
56 kjeld knudsen jensen
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I.1. The Algebraic Case
Let A be an associative algebra over the complex numbers, and let M be
a bimodule over A. For n1, the n-cochain groups are defined by
Cn(A, M )=[\ : A_A_ } } } _A  M | \ is n-linear]
=[\ : AA } } } A  M | \ is linear],
where ``_'' denotes the Cartesian product and `` '' the tensor product.
The 0-cochain group is defined by C0(A, M)=M.
The Hochschild coboundary operator from Cn(A, M) into Cn+1(A, M)
is defined by
2\(A1 , A2 , ..., An+1)=A1\(A2 , A3 , ..., An+1)
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i \(A1 , A2 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An+1)
+(&1)n+1 \(A1 , A2 , ..., An) An+1 ,
where \ # Cn(A, M) and A1 , . . ., An+1 # A. For n=0 the coboundary
operator is given by 2(m)(A)=Am&mA, for m in M=C 0(A, M) and A
in A. It is easily seen that 2\ # Cn+1(A, M) for all n. Moreover, it can be
proven that 22=0.
The coboundary and cocycle groups are defined for each n by
Bn(A, M )=2(Cn&1(A, M )),
Zn(A, M )=[\ # Cn(A, M ) | 2\=0].
The cohomolgy groups are defined as the quotients
Hn(A, M )=Zn(A, M )Bn(A, M );
note that Bn(A, M)Zn(A, M), since 22=0. (This is from [GHo1].)
If \ # Z1(A, M), then \ is called a derivation (of A into M). If
\ # B1(A, M), then \ is called an inner derivation; whence H 1(A, M) is the
quotient of derivations modulo inner derivations.
Before an ``equivariant'' version of this theory can be defined we have to
define the appropriate classes of algebras and modules.
Definition I.1.1. A group G is said to act on an algebra A if there is
a homomorphism : from G into the group of automorphisms of A, that is,
a map :: G  Aut(A), such that
(i) :(g) is a bijective linear map (g # G);
(ii) :(g)(AB)=:(g)(A):(g)(B) (g # G, A, B # A);
(iii) :(gh)=:(g):(h) (g, h # G).
In the following, :( g) will be denoted by :g .
57an equivariant cohomology theory, i
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Definition I.1.2. Suppose A is an associative algebra, M is an A-
bimodule, and : is an action of a group G on A as described in I.1.1. Then
M is said to be an equivariant module if there is a map ;: G  lin(M),
where Lin(M) is the family of linear mappings of M into M, such that
(i) ;(g) is a bijective linear map (g # G);
(ii) ;(g)(Am)=:g(A);(g)(m) (g # G, A # A, m # M);
(iii) ;(g)(mA)=;(g)(m):g(A) (g # G, A # A, m # M);
(iv) ;(gh)=;(g);(h) (g, h # G).
In the following, ;(g) is denoted by ;g .
In fact, we should say that the quadruple (A, :, M, ;) is an equivariant
module, but when there is no confusion possible, we will simply say that
M is a G-A-module. Note that, A is a module over itself with module
actions given by left and right multiplication in the algebra. With ;g=:g ,
A is a G-A-module, that is (A, :, A, :) is equivariant module.
Example I.1.3. (a) A ``trivial'' example. Let A be any associative
algebra and G be any group. Define an action of G on A by :g=id for all
g, where id is the identity automorphism of A. This gives an action of G
on A with all the required properties. Suppose M is an A-bimodule; define
an action of G on M by ;g=id for all g, where id here denotes the identity
map on M. Then (A, :, M, ;) is an equivariant module.
In this example the group plays no role. When it is the structure to
which we apply our results, we are studying standard (Hochschild)
cohomology of A (with coefficients in M).
(b) The next examples will use the 2_2 matrices Ut=( cos 2?t&sin 2?t
sin 2?t
cos 2?t),
where t # R. It is not hard to prove that Ut Us=Ut+s . For each t in R,
define an automorphism of M2(C) by #t(A)=Ut AU&t .
Using the above defined automorphism, define an action of Z on M2(C)
as follows. Let % be an irrational number between 0 and 1, for each n in
Z, define :n to be #n% . It is clear from the definition of :n that :n:m=:n+m ,
and so : is an action of Z on M2(C). Furthermore, M2(C) is a Z-M2(C)-
module, with module actions being given by multiplication in the algebra.
Define 4_4 matrices Vt by Vt=( Ut0
0
Ut), where 0 is the zero 2_2 matrix.
Repeating the construction given before, automorphisms ;n of M4(C) can
be defined by ;n(B)=Vn% BV
n
&% . This gives an action of Z on M4(C).
Moreover, M4(C) can be made into a M2(C)-bimodule as follows: for A
in M2(C) and B in M4(C) let A } B=( A0
0
A)B and B } A=B(
A
0
0
A). With
these module actions, and with the Z-action ;, M4(C) is a Z-M2(C)-
module.
58 kjeld knudsen jensen
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(c) An action of S1 on M2(C) is defined. To do this identify S 1 with
the unit interval, in which case multiplication in S1 corresponds to addi-
tion modulo 1. For s in S 1, let :s be #s , then, by the property of the
Ut 's, it follows that :s:t=:s+t . This gives an action of S 1 on M2(C) in
the sense of I.1.1. Of course, the construction in (b) can be repeated to get
an action of S 1 on M4(C), such that M4(C) becomes an S 1-M2(C)-
module.
(d) Suppose G be a countable discrete group. From G one can build
the group von Neumann algebra Lg as described in [K-R] 6.7.2. With the
notation as in [K-R], define an action of G on LG by :g=Lxg ALxg&1 . This
gives an action of G on LG , and also, in this case, LG is itself a G-LG -
module.
Another natural algebra in this situation is B(H), where H=L2(G) is
the Hilbert space on which LG acts. Define an action of G on B(H) by
;g(T )=LxgTLxg&1 . This gives an action of G on B(H), where B(H) is
viewed as an algebra.
Moreover, B(H) is, naturally, an LG-module, with module actions
being multiplication in B(H). It is easy to see that :g and ;g are com-
patible in the sense of (ii) and (iii) of Definition I.1.2. Hence B(H) is a
G-LG -module.
Constructions I.1.4. (a) In this part, an equivariant module will be
constructed. As a set it is AA, the algebraic tensor product of A with
itself. Define an A-module structure on AA as follows:
A \:i Bi Ci+=:i (ABi)Ci , and
\:i Bi Ci+ A=:i Bi (Ci A)
for A in A and i Bi Ci in AA. It is not hard to see that these actions
make AA into an A-bimodule.
Suppose : is an action of G on A. For g in G, let ;g be the unique linear
map from AA into itself such that ;g(BC)=:g(B):g(C). Then it is
easy to check that (A, :, AA, ;) is an equivariant module (a G-A-
module).
(b) Suppose (A, :, M, ;) is an equivariant module, and N is a sub-
module of M. If, in addition N is invariant under the action of G, that is
;g(n) # N for all n in N and g in G, then N is also a G-A-module.
59an equivariant cohomology theory, i
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It should be clear what the module and group actions on N are, but let
us write it out for future reference. Define the action of A on N by
A } n=An and n } A=nA, for n in N and A in A, where concatenation of
symbols refers to the module actions of A on M. Since N is a submodule,
n } A and A } n are in N. The action of G on N (denoted by #), is defined
by #g(n)=;g(n). With these module and group actions N is a G-A-module.
When N has these properties, N is called an invariant G-A-submodule
of M.
(c) If N is an invariant G-A-submodule of a G-A-module M, then
also MN is a G-A-module. Both the module actions and the group action
on MN are the quotient actions:
A(m+N )=Am+N (m+N # MN, A # A),
(m+N ) A=mA+N (m+N # MN, A # A),
and the action of G on MN, denoted #, is defined by #g(m+n)=
;g(m)+N, where ; is the action of G on M. The module actions are well-
defined because N is a submodule, and # is well-defined because N is
invariant under the action of G. It is straightforward to check that MN is
a G-A-module with these actions.
Now the equivariant cohomology groups will be defined.
Definition I.1.5. Let A be an associative algebra, : an action of a
group G on A, and (A, :, M, ;) an equivariant module. Define for n1,
C nG(A, M )=[\ # C
n(A, M) | \(:g(A1), :g(A2), ..., :g(An))
=;g(\(A1 , A2 , ..., An)) for all A1 , ..., An # A].
The elements of CnG(A, M) are the (:, ;)-equivariant n-cochains (of A with
coefficients in M).
The equivariant zero-cochains are defined separately as follows
C 0G(A, M )=[m # M | ;g(m)=m for all g # G].
This definition fits in with thinking of zero-cochains as maps from the zero
vector space into M, and taking the equivariant elements. Since the action
of :g on the zero set is zero, being equivariant corresponds to being fixed
under the group action.
Remark I.1.6. The definition of G-A-module and equivariant cochains
are so designed that the usual (Hochschild) coboundary operator maps
60 kjeld knudsen jensen
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CnG(A, M) into C
n+1
G (A, M), as the following computation shows. Suppose
A1 , A2 , } } } , An # A, g # G, and \ # CnG(A, M). Then
(2\)(:g(A1), :g(A2), ..., :g(An+1))
=:g(A1) \(:g(A2), :g(A3), ..., :g(An+1))
+ :
n
i=1
(&1)i \(:g(A1), :g(A2), ..., :g(AiAi+1), ..., :g(An+1))
+(&1)n+1 \(:g(A1), :g(A2), ..., :g(An)) :g(An+1)
=:g(A1) ;g(\(A2 , A3 , ..., An+1))
+ :
n
i=1
(&1)i ;g(\(A1 , A2 , ..., Ai Ai+1 , ..., An+1))
+(&1)n+1 ;g(\(A1 , A2 , ..., An)) :g(An+1)
=;g(A1 \(A2 , A3 , ..., An+1))
+;g \ :
n
i=1
(&1) i \(A1 , A2 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An+1)+
+(&1)n+1 ;g(\(A1 , A2 , ..., An) An+1)
=;g((2\)(A1 , A2 , ..., An+1)).
Denote by 2G the restriction of 2 to the G-equivariant cochain groups.
We write ``2'' in place of ``2G '', when the context makes our intention clear.
Of course 22G=0, since 2
2=0.
Definition I.1.7. Let A be an associative algebra over C, G a group
acting on A, and M a G-A-module. The equivariant coboundary and
cocycle groups are defined by
BnG(A, M )=2G(C
n&1
G (A, M )),
ZnG(A, M )=[\ # C
n
G(A, M ) | 2G(\)=0].
The equivariant cohomology groups are defined as the quotients
H nG(A, M )=Z
n
G(A, M)B
n
G(A, M).
If \ # Z1G(A, M), then \ is called an equivariant derivation (of A into
M). If \ # B1G(A, M), then \ is called an equivariant inner derivation.
We now leave the algebraic equivariant cohomology theory. However,
many of the constructions and results given in the following chapters for
the continuous equivariant cohomology have natural analogues in the
algebraic case.
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I.2. The Banach Algebra Case
In this section, the equivariant cohomology of Section 1 is transferred to
the case where the algebra is a Banach algebra. First, the continuous
cohomology of Banach algebras is defined (from [K-R1] and [BJo1]).
Following a definition of ``topological'' analogues of I.1.1 and I.1.2 the con-
tinuous equivariant cohomology is defined. First, the appropriate class of
modules for developing continuous cohomology of a Banach algebra is
described.
Definition I.2.1. [K-R1,BJo1]. If A is a Banach algebra, then a
Banach A-module is a Banach space M that is also an A-bimodule.
Furthermore, the module actions are required to be continuous, that is,
there is a K, such that
(1) &Am&K&A& &m& (A # A, m # M);
(2) &mA&K&A& &m& (A # A, m # M).
When A is a Banach algebra and M is a Banach A-module, the con-
tinuous n-cochains are defined by
C nc(A, M )=[\ # C
n(A, M ) : &\(A1 , A2 , ..., An)&K &A1& &A2& } } } &An&,
for some K, A1 , A2 , ..., An # A],
the smallest K that can be used is denoted &\&. This can also be described
as the set of bounded linear maps from A  A } } }  A into M, where 
denotes the projective tensor product (defined in appendix A). In analogy
with the algebraic case C0c(A, M)=M.
One should note that if \ # Cnc(A, M), then 2(\) # C
n+1
c (A, M), where 2
is the coboundary operator defined in section 1. Since 22 is equal to zero,
(Cnc(A, M), 2) is a complex, and the continuous cohomology of A with
coefficients in M is defined as the cohomology of this complex. That is,
defining continuous coboundary and cocycle groups by
Bnc(A, M )=2(C
n&1
c (A, M )),
Znc(A, M )=[\ # C
n
c(A, M ) | 2\=0],
the n th continuous cohomology group is the quotient
H nc(A, M )=Z
n
c(A, M )B
n
c(A, M ).
The subscript ``c'' will be omitted in the rest of this treatise.
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Definition I.2.2. A topological (locally compact) group G is said to
act on a Banach (or C*-) algebra A if there is a homomorphism : from G
into the group of automorphisms of A, that is, a map :: G  Aut(A) such
that
(i) :(g) is a bijective isometric linear map (g # G);
(ii) :(g)(AB)=:(g)(A):(g)(B) (g # G, A, B # A);
(iii) :(gh)=:(g):(h) (g, h # G);
(iv) The map g  :(g)(A) from G to A is continuous, as a map from
G to A with its norm topology, for all A in A.
If A is a C*-algebra also (v) is required.
(v) :(g) is adjoint preserving, that is, :(g)(A*)=(:(g)(A))* (A # A).
In the following :(g) will be denoted :g .
If A is a unital C*-algebra (with unit I ), then :g(I )=I for all g in G. It
follows from [K-R] 7.6.16 (i) that :g(A) is self-adjoint if A is self-adjoint,
whence :g(A*)=:g(A)*. That is, if A is a unital C*-algebra, then (v) is
automatically satisfied.
Definition I.2.3. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, M is a Banach A-
bimodule, and there is a map :: G  Aut(A) satisfying I.2.2, where G is a
topological group. Then M is said to be a Banach equivariant module if
there is a map ;: G  B(M), where B(M) is the bounded linear maps of
M into itself, such that
(i) ;(g) is a bijective isometric linear map (g # G);
(ii) ;(g)(Am)=:g(A);(g)(m) (g # G, A # A, m # M);
(iii) ;(g)(mA)=;(g)(m):g(A) (g # G, A # A, m # M);
(iv) ;(gh)=;(g);(h) (g, h # G);
(v) The map g  ;(g)(m) from G into M is continuous for all m
in M.
In the following ;(g) will be denoted by ;g .
As in the algebraic case, it would be more precise to say that
(A, :, M, ;) is a Banach equivariant module. However, when the meaning
is clear from the context, we will simply say that M is a Banach G-A-
module.
As in the algebraic case, A, provided with the module actions of left and
right multiplication in the algebra, and ;g=:g , is a Banach G-A-module,
if G is a group acting on A.
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Remark I.2.4. Note that, when G is discrete, (iv) in Definition I.2.2 and
(v) in Definition I.2.3 are automatically satisfied.
Examples I.2.5. Let us reexamine the examples in I.1.3, and see which
are also examples for Definitions I.2.2 and I.2.3.
(a) When A is a Banach algebra, and G is any topological group,
then the trivial action defined as in I.1.3 will satisfy I.2.2. If M is a Banach
A-module, the trivial action on M will make M into a Banach G-A-
module.
(b) M2(C) is a Banach algebra. Let us reconsider the action of Z
defined in I.1.3. From I.1.3, it follows that (ii) and (iii) of Definition I.2.2
is satisfied, and since Z is discrete (iv) is trivially satisfied. Moreover, the
only part of (i) not proved is that :n is an isometry, but that follows from
the fact that Ut is unitary in M2(C). Note that M2(C) is also a C*-algebra,
and :n is, indeed, self-adjoint. This last remark also implies that :n is
isometric, since all *-automorphisms of C*-algebras are isometric.
We can argue similarly to get that ;n is an isometry, since it is a
*-automorphism of M4(C). This implies that M4(C) is a Banach Z-M2(C)-
module.
(c) Arguing as in (b), we have that the action of S1 on M2(C)
satisfies (i)(iii) and (v) of Definition I.2.2. But, in this case, (iv) is not tri-
vially satistisfied. However, it is very easy to prove that the map t  :t(A)
is continuous for all A in A. It is as easy to prove that the map t  ;t(B)
is continuous for all B in M4(C). Hence M4(C) is a Banach S1-M2(C)-
module.
(d) In this case, as in (b) above, it suffices to prove that :g is an
isometry. This follows from the fact that :g is a *-automorphism of a C*-
algebra. Hence the action : on LG satisfies I.2.2.
Consider also the action ; of G on B(H); since ;g is a *-automorphism
of B(H), it is an isometry. This implies that B(H) is a Banach G-LG -
module.
Construction I.2.6. The constructions in I.1.4 will be reconsidered and
given meaning in the Banach algebra context.
(a) Let A  A be the projective tensor product of A with itself as
described in Appendix A. By A.3, there is a bounded linear map
LA : A  A  A  A such that LA(BC)=(AB)C and &LA &&A&.
Define the left action of A on A  A by Az=LA(z), for each z in A  A.
This is an extension of the action of A on AA described in I.1.4 (a).
The right action is defined similarly. Let RD from A  A into A  A be
the unique bounded linear map such that RD(BC)=B (CD). Define
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the right action of A on A  A by zD=RD(z), for each z in A  A. To
prove that these actions make A  A into a Banach A-bimodule, first note
that the actions satisfy (1) and (2) of Definition I.2.1 with K=1. The other
requirements for A  A to be an A-module follows from AA being an
A-bimodule, and the continuity of LA and RD . Hence A  A is a Banach
A-bimodule.
If G is a group acting on A, we want to define an action (denoted by ;)
of G on A  A. This action will be an extension of the action described in
I.1.4 (a). For g in G let ;g be the unique linear map from AA into
A  A such that ;g(AB)=:g(A):g(B), for all A, B in A. Then
&;g(AB)& = &:g(A):g(B)& = &:g(A)& &:g(B)& = &A& &B& = &AB&
for all A and B. So ;g extends to a bounded linear map (also called ;g) of
A  A into A  A.
Clearly ;e is the identity transformation of A  A, (where e is the unit
of G, ) since :e is the identity transform of A. It follows (from direct com-
putation) that ;g&1 is the inverse of ;g , and thus ;g is bijective. To finish
the proof that ;g satisfies (i) of Definition I.2.3 we must prove that ;g is an
isometry. This can be proven by noting that both ;g and ;g&1 have norm
less than 1, or by the following argument. For all z in AA, since :g is
an isometry, it follows that
&;g(z)&=inf {:i &Ai& &Bi& : ;g(z)=:i AiBi =
=inf {:i &:g&1(Ai)& &:g&1(Bi)& : z=:i :g&1(Ai):g&1(Bi)=
=inf {:i &Ci& &Di& : z=:i CiDi=
=&z&,
so ;g is isometric on AA and, thus, on all of A  A.
(ii), (iii), and (iv) of Definition I.2.3 are proven on AA as in I.1.4.
They hold on A  A by continuity of all the involved maps.
Finally, (v) of Definition I.2.3 must be proven. Suppose A, B # A and
g, g0 # G. Then
&;g(AB)&;g0(AB)&
=&:g(A):g(B)&:g0(A):g0(B)&
=&(:g(A)&:g0(A)):g(B)+:g0(A) (:g(B)&:g0(B))&
&:g(A)&:g0(A)& &B&+&A& &:g(B)&:g0(B)&,
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since the projective norm is a cross norm and each :g$ is an isometry.
Given =$>0, by the continuity of g  :g(C) for each C in A, there are
neighborhoods & and &$ of g0 such that &:g(A)&:g0(A)&=$(2(&B&+1))
for all g in &, and &:g(B)&:g0(B)&=$(2(&A&+1)) for all g in &$. This
implies that &;g(AB)&;g0(AB)&<=$ when g # |=& & &$.
Suppose z # A  A and =>0 are given. Then there are Ai , Bi , i=1, . . ., n
in A such that &z&ni=1 Ai Bi &<=3. From the preceding calculation
there are neighborhoods |i of g0 , such that &;g(Ai Bi)&;g0(Ai Bi)&<
=3n, when g # |i . This implies that, for g in |= & i|i , since ;g has been
shown to be an isometry,
&;g(z)&;g0(z)&" ;g \z& :
n
i=1
AiBi+"
+" ;g \ :
n
i=1
Ai Bi+&;g0 \ :
n
i=1
AiBi+"
+" ;g0 \ :
n
i=1
AiBi&z+"
2=3+ :
n
i=1
&;g(AiBi)&;g0(AiBi)&
<2=3+n=3n==.
The preceding computation shows that the map g  ;g(z) is continuous.
Thus A  A is a Banach G-A-module.
(b) Suppose M is a Banach G-A-module, and N is a norm-closed
submodule of M. If N is invariant under the action of G, then N is also a
Banach G-A-module.
The module actions of A on N are as defined in I.1.4 (b), and the action
of G on N is also as defined in I.1.4. N is called an invariant Banach G-A-
submodule.
(c) Suppose N is an invariant Banach G-A-submodule of a Banach
G-A-module M, then MN is a Banach G-A-module.
First recall that MN is a Banach space with the quotient norm. The
quotient norm is defined by &m+N&=inf[&m+n&: n # N]. The module
and group actions on MN are defined as in I.1.4.(c). It is straightforward
to prove that MN is a Banach A-module.
Recall that the group action # on MN is defined by #g(m+N)=;g(m)+N.
MN is a Banach G-A-module with these actions; only the isometry part of (i)
and (v) need to be proven, since the rest follows from I.1.4 (c).
Now the continuous equivariant cohomology of a Banach algebra will
be defined.
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Definition I.2.7. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, G a (locally
compact) topological group acting on A, and (A, :, M, ;) is a Banach
equivariant module. For n1, the continuous (:, ;)-equivariant con-
tinuous n-cochains are defined by
C nG(A, M )=[\ # C
n
c(A, M ) | \(:g(A1), :g(A2), ..., :g(An))
=;g(\(A1 , A2 , ..., An)) for all A1 , ..., An # A].
The 0-dimensional equivariant cochains are defined (as in I.1.5) to be
C 0G(A, M )=[m # M | ;g(m)=m for all g # G].
With 2 the Hochschild coboundary operator, we denote by 2G the
restriction of 2 to the set of equivariant cochains. As before the subscript
``G'' will be left out when it is clear from the context that we are dealing
with equivariant cochains.
Definition I.2.8. With A, G, and M as in Definition I.2.7, define
equivariant (continuous) coboundary and cocycle groups by
BnG(A, M )=2G(C
n&1
G (A, M )),
ZnG(A, M )=[\ # C
n
G(A, M ) | 2G(\)=0].
The (continuous) equivariant cohomology groups of a Banach algebra
A with coefficients in a Banach G-A-module M are defined as the quo-
tients
H nG(A, M )=Z
n
G(A, M )B
n
G(A, M ).
Remark I.2.9. Note (both here and in the algebraic case) that if G is
trivial (that is, the one-element group), or the action of G on both A and
M are trivial (Examples I.1.3 (a) and I.2.5 (a)), then the equivariant
cohomology coincides with the standard Hochschild cohomology.
I.3. Dual Equivariant Modules
In the theory of (standard) Hochschild cohomology of Banach algebras,
a special class of modules, the dual modules, play a very important role. In
equivariant cohomology theory a similar role is played by the equivariant
dual modules. This section contains the definition and some basic facts
about these modules.
Let us start by recalling the definition of a dual module.
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Definition I.3.1. [K-R1]. Let A be a Banach algebra and M a
Banach A-module. If M is the dual of a Banach space, and if for each A
in A the maps
m  Am and m  mA
from M into M are weak*-weak* continuous, then M is called a dual
A-module.
Remark I.3.2. Also in [BJo1] dual modules are considered. In that
paper the dual modules is defined as the modules that are the duals of
Banach A-modules. If M is a Banach A-module, then actions of A on M*
are defined by the following:
(A,, m) =(,, mA) (A # A, , # M*, m # M );
(,A, m) =(,, Am) (A # A, , # M*, m # M ).
We have that A, and ,A, defined as above, are bounded linear func-
tionals on M with bound at most K&A& &,&, where K is the constant for
M from I.2.1. It follows, by using that M is a bimodule, that M* is a
Banach A-module with these actions. Moreover, it is straightforward to
check that these actions are weak*-weak* continuous.
In [J-K-R], it is remarked on page 384, that the two different classes of
dual modules are in fact the same. The preceding argument shows that dual
modules in the sense of [BJo1] are dual modules in the sense of [K-R1].
The essential step in the converse is the following: Let M be a dual A-
module satisfying Definition I.3.1. Denote the Banach space that M is the
dual of by M
*
, that is, M=(M
*
)*. Since the left action is weak*-weak*
continuous, given A in A and m
*
in M
*
, the linear functional
m  (Am, m
*
) on M is weak* continuous. Hence, by [K-R] 1.3.5, there
is an m$
*
in M
*
, such that (Am, m
*
)=(m, m$
*
) for all m in M. Define the
right module action of A on m
*
by m
*
A=m$
*
. The left action of A on M
*
is defined similarly. For A in A and m
*
in M
*
, there is an m$
*
in M
*
, such
that (mA, m
*
) =(m, m$
*
) . Define Am
*
=m$
*
. M
*
is a Banach A-module
with these actions.
The definition of a dual equivariant module follows.
Definition I.3.3. Let M=(M
*
)* be a dual A-module. Suppose : and ;
are actions of the (topological) group G on A and M, respectively, such that
(i) ;g is an isometric linear bijection of M, and ;g is weak*-weak*
continuous for all g in G;
(ii) ;g(Am)=:g(A);g(m) (g # G, A # A, m # M);
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(iii) ;g(mA)=;g(m):g(A) (g # G, A # A, m # M);
(iv) ;gh=;g;h (g, h # G);
(v) The map g  ;g(m) is continuous as a map from G into M with
its weak* topology.
When M satisfies the above, M is called a dual G-A-module (to be
precise, (A, :, M, B) is a dual equivariant module).
Remark I.3.4. (a) The last part of (i) in the above definition says that
the map m  ;g(m) must be weak*-weak* continuous; that is, for all m*
in M
*
, the linear functional m  (;g(m), m*) is weak* continuous. (v) in
Definition I.3.3, requires that for all m in M and m
*
in M
*
, the map
g  (;g(m), m*) is a continuous map from G to C.
(b) Note that, in general, a dual G-A-module is not a Banach G-A-
module, since weak*-continuity does not imply norm continuity. That is,
(v) of Definition I.3.3 does not imply (v) of Definition I.2.3. One example
of this can be constructed by letting S1 act on C(S 1) by rotation. Then
L1(S 1) is a Banach S1-C(S1)-module with module actions given by
pointwise multiplication and the action of S 1 on L1(S1) is given by rota-
tion. Then (L1(S 1))* is a dual S1-C(S1)-module by Lemma I.3.6. However,
since (L1(S1))*&L(S1), it is easy to prove that this is not a Banach
equivariant module.
Nevertheless, if G is discrete, a dual equivariant module is a Banach
equivariant module, since (v) of I.3.3 is, then, automatically satisfied.
(c) If M is a dual G-A-module, then HnG(A, M) is defined as in I.2.8,
that is exactly as though M was a Banach equivariant module.
Example I.3.5. Let us examine the examples from I.1.3 in the present
context. For the constructions, see I.1.3 and I.2.5.
(a) Let A be a Banach algebra, and let : be the trivial action on A
of any group G. Then any dual A-module is a dual G-A-module, when it
is equipped with the trivial action.
(b, c) Since M2(C) and M4(C) are finite dimensional, they are the
duals of Banach spaces. On both spaces the weak* topology and the norm
topology coincide. Thus M2(C) and M4(C) are dual Z-M2(C)-modules,
when the actions are defined as in I.2.5.(b). The same argument shows that
M2(C) and M4(C) are dual S 1-M2(C)-modules when equipped with the
actions from I.2.5 (c).
(d) Both LG and B(H) satisfy the basic requirement for having a
chance to be a dual G-LG -module, namely that they are the dual of Banach
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spaces. This follows from the fact that both are von Neumann algebras.
Having noted this, and recalling, that since G is discrete, (v) of Defini-
tion I.3.3 is automatically satisfied, it suffices to prove that :g and ;g are
weak*-weak* continuous. On von Neumann algebras the weak* topology
coincides with the ultraweak topology. Moreover, both :g and ;g are
*-automorphisms of von Neumann algebras, and hence by [K-R] 7.4.4,
they are ultraweakultraweak continuous. We conclude that LG and
B(H) are dual G-LG-modules.
Lemma I.3.6. Let A be a Banach algebra and G a group acting on A. If
(A, :, M, ;) is a Banach G-A-module, then the action ;* of G on M*
defined by
( ;g*(,), m)=(,, ;g&1(m)) (, # M*, m # M ),
makes M* into a dual G-A-module.
Proof. This is straightforward to prove. K
Remark I.3.7. Note that, in contrast to the case of dual A-modules, the
bidual of a Banach G-A-module is not, in general, a dual G-A-module.
However, if the group G is discrete, it is.
Example I.3.8. (a) A is a Banach G-A-module with module actions
given by left and right multiplication in the algebra, and group action given
by ;=:. It follows from I.3.6 that A* is a dual G-A-module.
(b) (A  A)* is a dual G-A-module, where A  A is a Banach
G-A-module with the structures defined in I.2.6.
(c) Suppose M is a dual G-A-module. If N is a weak* closed,
invariant G-A-submodule, then N is a dual G-A-module.
Since N is weak* closed, it is, itself, the dual of a Banach space; in fact,
N& (M
*
(=N))*, where =N=[m
*
# M
*
| (m
*
, n)=0 for all n # N], by
[K-R] 1.9.10. Moreover, the weak*-topology on N induced by
N
*
=M(=N) is equal to the relative topology on N coming from the
weak* topology on M. Using this it is straightforward to prove that N is
a dual G-A-module with the actions described in I.1.4 (b).
(d) Suppose M is a dual G-A-module, and N is an invariant weak*
closed submodule. Then MN is a dual G-A-module. The proof of this uses
Lemma I.3.9 below.
It follows, by [K-R] 1.9.10, that MN& (=N)*, where =N is defined as
in (c). By I.3.9, M
*
is a Banach G-A-module, and we show below that =N
is an invariant Banach G-A-submodule. Then it follows, by I.3.6, that
(=N)*&MN is a dual G-A-module.
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=N, is, clearly, norm closed, and if A # A, n # N, and m
*
# M
*
, then
(Am
*
, n) =(m
*
, nA) =0 since nA # N,
(m
*
A, n) =(m
*
, An) =0 since An # N,
whence =N a submodule. Finally, denoting the action of G on M by # on
M
*
by ; (as in the proof of I.3.9), it follows that (;g(m*), n) =(m
*
, #g&1(n))) =0 when m* # M* and n # N for all g in G, since N is
invariant under the action of G. This finishes the proof that =N is a closed
invariant submodule.
This way of arguing can also be used for (c).
Lemma I.3.9. Suppose M=(M
*
)* is a dual G-A-module, where G is a
locally compact topological group. Then there is an action of G on M
*
, such
that M
*
is a Banach G-A-module with this action. Moreover, the action of
G on M
*
has the property that M is the dual of M
*
in the sense of 1.3.6.
Proof. Denote by # the action of G on M. Since m  #g(m) is weak*-
weak* continuous, the map
m  (#g(m), m*)
is a weak* continuous linear functional on M for each m
*
in M
*
. By
[K-R] 1.3.5, there is an m$
*
in M
*
, such that
(#g(m), m*) =(m, m$*) (m # M ).
Define ;g&1(m*) to be m$* . We shall prove that, with the action ;, M* is
a Banach G-A-module and that ; Vg =#g . The last assertion follows
immediately from the definition.
Since #e is the identity transform on M (where e is the unit in G), it
follows that (m, ;e(m*)) =(#e(m), m*)=(m, m*) for all m in M andm
*
in M
*
. This shows that ;e is the identity transform on M*.
Let m
*
be an element of M
*
. Since #g is a bijective isometry, it follows
that
&;g&1(m*)&=&m$*&=&(m  (m, m$*) )&
=&(m  (#g(m), m*) )&
=sup[ |(#g(m), m*) | : m # M, &m&1]
=sup[ |(m, m
*
) | : m # M, &m&1]
=&m
*
&,
which shows that ;g is an isometry on M*. Since ;g is linear, (i) follows.
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(ii), (iii), and (iv) follow easily from the fact that # satisfies similar
properties.
Now, it remains to prove the continuity of the action, which is trivial
when the group is discrete. For continuous groups, it is non-trivial, and the
proof of that will follow after a few preliminary lemmas. K
We use the notation of the proof of Lemma I.3.9 through Lemma I.3.14.
Let us start by isolating the three properties of the map g  ;g that are
needed:
(1) &;g(m*)&&m*& (m* # M* , g # G).
(2) The map g  ;g(m*) is continuous from G into M*. (with the
weak topology) for all m
*
in M
*
.
(3) ;g(;h(m*))=;gh(m*) (m* # M* , g, h # G).
Note that (2) is equivalent to saying that for all m in M and m
*
in M
*
the map g  (;g(m*), m) is continuous. This follows from the weak* con-
tinuity of the map g  #g(m), and the continuity of the map g  g&1.
Many ideas in the following argument (through I.3.14) are from [BJol]
page 25.
Suppose f # L1(G) (with respect to Haar-measure). Note that, with m
in M,
} |G ( ;g(m*), m) f (g) dg }|G |( ;g(m*), m) | | f (g)| dg
|
G
&;g(m*)& &m& | f (g)| dg
&m
*
& &m& |
G
| f (g)| dg
=&m
*
& &m& & f &1 . (V)
Thus g  (;g(m*), m)f (g) is in L
1(G), and
( fm$
*
, m)=|
G
( ;g(m*), m) f (g) dg,
defines a functional fm$
*
on M.
Lemma I.3.10. If f # L1(G), then there is an element fm
*
in M
*
such that
(fm$
*
, m)=(m, fm
*
) for all m in M.
Proof. Clearly fm$
*
is linear. From (V), fm$
*
# M*.
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First consider the case, where f is continuous with compact support K.
Then
( fm$
*
, m)=|
K
( ;g(m*), m) f (g) dg=|K ( ;g(m*) f (g), m) dg.
The set [;g(m*)f (g) | g # K](=K0 M*) is weakly compact, since it is the
image of the compact set K in G under the (weakly) continuous map
g  ;g(m*)f (g). Denote by co(K0)
& the weak closure of the convex hull of
K0 in M*. From Krein-Smulian [D-S] page 434, co(K0)
& is weakly com-
pact. Thus, there is an element 1+(K) fm
*
in co(K0)& such that (m,
1+(K) fm
*
)=1+(K) K (;g(m*), m) f (g) dg, where + is the Haar
measure on G. (See, for example [WRu] 3.27note that weak-compactness
suffices for that proof.) Of course, then, (m, fm
*
)=(fm$
*
, m) for all m in M.
Suppose f # L1(G). Then there is a sequence ( fn) of continuous functions
fn on G with compact support that converges to f in L1-norm. Hence, for
m
*
in M
*
, we have that & fnm$*&fm$*&&m*& & fn&f&1 which converges
to 0, since fn  f in L1(G). Thus fnm$*  fm$* in norm, in (M*)**, whencefn m*  fm*. K
Lemma I.3.11. The linear span of the set [ fm
*
| f # L1(G), m
*
# M
*
] is
norm dense in M
*
.
Proof. Let (Ua)a # A be a net of open sets in G, directed by inclusion,
converging to e, and suppose, further, that each Ua has finite measure.
Then, for f in C(G),
} 1+(Ua) |Ua f (g) dg& f (e) }= }
1
+(Ua) |Ua f (g)& f (e) dg }

1
+(Ua) |Ua | f (g)& f (e)| dg.
Hence 1+(Ua) Ua f (g) dg converges to f (e).
Suppose m # M and m
*
# M
*
. Define a function f on G by
f (g)=(;g(m*), m) . By (2), f is continuous and, by the above argument,
1+(Ua) Ua f (g) dg  f (e)=(m* , m) . For each a in A, define fa in L
1(G)
to be 1+(Ua) 1Ua . Then
( fam*, m)=
1
+(Ua) |Ua ( ;g(m*), m) dg  (m*, m) .
Thus fa m* converges weakly to m*, proving that L
1(G)M
*
is weakly dense
in M
*
. It follows from the Hahn-Banach separation theorem ([K-R]
1.2.13), that L1(G)M
*
is norm dense in M
*
. K
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Corollary I.3.12. M
*
=L1(G) M
*
.
Proof. Let _: L1(G)  B(M
*
) be the map that sends f to (m
*
 fm
*
).
Then _ is a bounded linear map. Moreover, for f1 , f2 in L1(G), m* in M* ,
and m in M, it follows, by left invariance of the Haar measure, that
( ( f1 V f2) m*, m) =|G ( ;g(m*), m)( f1 V f2)(g) dg
=|
G
|
G
( ;g(m*), m) f1(h) f2(h
&1g) dh dg
=|
G
|
G
( ;h ;h&1 ;g(m*), m) f2(h
&1g) f1(h) dg dh
=|
G \|G ( ;h&1g(m*), #h&1(m)) f2(h&1g) dg+ f1(h) dh
=|
G \|G ( ;g(m*), #h&1(m)) f2(g) dg+ f1(h) dh
=|
G
( f2m*, #h&1(m)) f1(h) dh
=|
G
( ;h( f2m*), m) f1(h) dh
=( f1( f2m*), m) ,
which shows that _( f1 V f2)=_( f1) _( f2). Hence _ is a representation of
L1(G) in B(M
*
).
Let J=ker(_), and denote by _~ the representation induced on L1(G)J
by _ (that is, _~ ( f+J)=_( f )). Then _~ is a faithful bounded representation
of L1(G)J. L1(G) has a bounded approximate unit [e:]: # A and
[e:+J]: # A is a bounded approximate unit for L1(G)J.
Let Y=[m
*
# M
*
| lim: _~ (e:+J) m*=m*]. Then L
1(G) M
*
Y, since
for f in L1(G) and m
*
in M
*
lim
:
_~ (e:+J ) fm*=lim:
_~ (e:) _~ ( f+J ) m*
=_~ (lim
:
e: f+J ) m*=_~ ( f+J ) m*=fm*.
Hence Y is dense in M
*
by I.3.11. Since the set [_~ (e:+J)] has a uniform
bound, _~ (e:+J) m*  m* for each m* in M* (by a ``3= argument''), that
is, Y=M
*
.
The corollary follows from an application of Corollary 2.4 in [C-F]. K
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Suppose g # G and f # L1(G). Define =g V f by (=g V f )(h)=f (g&1h). Then
=g V f # L1(G) and &=g V f &1=& f &1 .
Lemma I.3.13. If ga  g in G and f # L1(G), then =ga V f  =g V f in
L1(G).
Proof. This is straightforward. K
We now complete the proof of Lemma I.3.9. The last fact needed will be
stated as a lemma.
Lemma I.3.14. The map g  ;g(m*) is norm continuous for every m*in M
*
.
Proof. Suppose ga  g. We must show that &;ga(m*)&;g(m*)&  0 for
all m
*
in M
*
.
Suppose m # M. Then, for h in G, m
*
in M
*
, and f in L1(G) it follows,
by left invariance of the Haar measure, that
( ;h( fm*), m)=( fm*, #h&1(m)) =|G ( ;g(m*), #h&1(m)) f (g) dg
=|
G
( ;h ;g(m*), m) f (g) dg
=|
G
( ;g(m*), m) f (h
&1g) dg
=|
G
( ;g(m*), m)(=h V f )(g) dg=( (=h V f ) m*, m).
Since M separates points in M
*
, this shows that ;h( fm*)=(=h V f ) m*.
Given m
*
in M
*
, by Corollary I.3.12, there is an f in L1(G), such that
m
*
=fm0
*
for some m0
*
in M
*
. Then
&;ga(m*)&;g(m*)&=&;ga( fm
0
*
)&;g( fm0*)&
=&(=ga V f ) m
0
*
&(=g V f ) m0*&
&(=ga V f )&(=g V f )&1 &m
0
*
&.
By Lemma I.3.13 this last expression converges to 0. K
Corollary I.3.15. Let A be a Banach algebra and G a locally compact
topological group acting on A. Then an A-module M is a dual G-A-module
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if and only if there exist a Banach G-A-module M
*
, such that M is the dual
of M
*
.
Proof. This follows from Definition I.3.3 and Lemmas I.3.6, I.3.9, and
I.3.14. K
II. Equivariant Cohomology
In this chapter, some low-dimensional equivariant cohomology groups
are computed. Tools for computing higher-dimensional equivariant
cohomology groups are developed.
In Section 1, a naive approach to the equivariant cohomology in dimen-
sions 0, 1, and 2 is used. Some conditions on the algebras and modules are
introduced that imply the vanishing of the equivariant cohomology when
the standard cohomology vanishes. This point of view is further
investigated in Section 3, where a map from the equivariant cohomology
groups into the ordinary cohomology groups is introduced. Some condi-
tions for this map to be injective andor surjective are given.
In Section 2, dimension shift is considered for equivariant cohomology. In
ordinary cohomology theory, dimension shift states that Hn+p(A, M)&
Hn(A, Cp(A, M)), when Cp(A, M) is viewed as an A-module in a suitable
way. The equivariant analogue is, of course, that Hn+pG (A, M)&
HnG(A, C
p(A, M)). However, problems with making the cochain group into an
equivariant module require us to introduce conditions on the groupmodule.
In Section 4, the relative cohomology of [G-S2] is generalized to the
equivariant setting. One of the important theorems in relative cohomology
is that Hn(A, B;M)&Hn(A, M) when B is cohomologically trivial, where
the first group denotes relative cohomology. A similar theorem is proven
for the equivariant cohomology with suitable definitions of cohomological
triviality. Finally, in Section 5, we consider two examples.
II.1. Low Dimensional Cohomology
In this section, the equivariant cohomology in dimensions 0, 1, and 2 is
considered.
Let A be a Banach algebra, G a group acting on A, and M a Banach
or dual G-A-module. Recall that the (ordinary) 0-dimensional cohomology
group is the 0-dimensional cocycle group,
Z 0(A, M )=[m # M | 2(m)=0]
=[m # M | (2m)(A)=0 for all A in A]
=[m # M | Am=mA for all A in A].
This group is also called the center of the module M.
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The 0-dimensional equivariant cocycle group is the intersection of the
(ordinary) 0-dimensional cocycle group and the 0-dimensional equivariant
cochain group, that is
Z 0G(A, M )=Z
0(A, M ) & C 0G(A, M )=Z
0(A, M ) & MG,
where MG denotes the set of elements in M that are fixed under the action
of G.
Example II.1.1. (a) Let M be the algebra itself (with the usual
module actions of multiplication). Then Z0(A, A) is the center of A. Thus
Z0G(A, A) is the group of elements of the center of A fixed under the group
action.
If there is an invertible element Vg in A, for each g in G, such that
:g(A)=VgAV&1g for each A in A, in particular, if the action of G on A is
inner (see II.3.4), then H0(A, A)&H0G(A, A).
(b) Let M be A*, with module and group action being the dual of
the actions on A, as described in I.3.2 and I.3.6. Then
Z 0(A, A*)=[, # A* : A,=,A for all A in A]
=[, # A* : ,(AB)=,(BA) for all A, B in A],
which is the set of bounded ``traces'' on A. (In this case ``trace'' is a bounded
linear functional ,, such that ,(AB)=,(BA) for all A, B in A. Note that this
is different from the definition of trace in [K-R].)
When R is a finite factor (a finite von Neumann algebra with trivial
center [K-R] 6.3.1), Z0G(R, R*){0 for all actions of all groups G. By
[K-R] 8.2.8, there is a unique center-valued trace { on R (trace in the
sense of [K-R]). Define a ``trace'' , on R by {(A)=,(A) I for all A
in R, where I is the unit in R. Then {g&1(A)={(:g&1(A)) is also a
center-valued trace on R. Thus, by uniqueness of the trace ([K-R] 8.2.8),
{g&1(A)={(A). Hence ,(A) I={(A)={(:g&1(A))=,(:g&1(A)) I. It follows
that
:g*(,)(A)=(:g*(,))=(,, :g&1(A)) =,(:g&1(A))=,(A).
Hence :g*(,)=,. Thus , # Z0G(R, R*), and Z
0
G(R, R*){0. Similarly,
Z0G(R, R*){0 for each finite von Neumann algebra R and each
group action on R that leaves the center pointwise fixed. In this case,
use A  \({(A)) for ,, where \ is any element of the dual of the center
of R.
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We pass to the one-dimensional case. If $ # B1(A, M), then there is an m
in M such that $(A)=Am&mA. If, in addition, $ is an equivariant deriva-
tion of A into M, then for all A in A,
:g(A) m&m:g(A)=$(:g(A))=;g($(A))=;g(Am&mA)
=:g(A) ;g(m)&;g(m) :g(A);
rearranging the terms, and using that :g is surjective, this implies that
m&;g(m) # Z 0(A, M )=H0(A, M ).
To prove that $ is equivariantly inner, we must show that there is an
m$ in MG, such that $(A)=Am$&m$A for all A in A. However, if
Z0(A, M)=0, then the preceding computation shows that m # M G. This
proves (i) of the following lemma.
Lemma II.1.2. Let A be a Banach algebra, G a group acting on A, and
M a Banach or dual G-A-module. If either of
(i) Z0(A, M)=0
(ii) Z0(A, M)/MG,
is satisfied, then Z1G(A, M) & B
1(A, M)=B1G(A, M). In particular, if
H1(A, M)=0, then H1G(A, M)=0.
Proof. (i) is a special case of (ii). Assume (ii). Clearly, B1G(A, M)
Z1G(A, M) & B
1(A, M). It remains to prove the reverse inclusion. Suppose
m # M and 2(m) # Z1G(A, M). Then, by the calculation preceding the
lemma, mg=m&;g(m) # Z0(A, M). Thus, since (ii) is assumed satisfied,
mg=;g(mg)=;g(m)&;2g(m), which implies that ;
2
g(m)=;g(m)&mg . In
general (as can be proven by induction) ;ng(m)=;g(m)&(n&1) mg . This
implies that &m&=&;ng(m)&=&;g(m)&(n&1) mg&(n&1) &mg&&&m&,
for all n. This shows that 0=mg=m&;g(m) for all g in G. K
Example II.1.3. (a) Let M be A. Then Z0(A, A)=C, the center of
A. By Lemma II.1.2, H1G(A, A)=0, when all derivations of A are inner
and the center of A is contained in the fixed point algebra.
When R is a von Neumann algebra, all derivations are inner ([RKa1],
[SSa1]), that is H1(R, R)=0. Moreover, *-automorphisms of C*-algebras
map the unit to itself, so the center of M is fixed under the action of G
when M is a factor. From the first paragraph of this example, then,
H1G(M, M)=0.
Another application occurs when A is a simple C*-algebra with unit. By
[SSa2] all derivations are inner, and by [K-R] 5.7.33 (i), a simple C*-
algebra has trivial center. Hence, as before, we have that H1G (A, A)=0.
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(b) Let A be a C*-algebra and M be A*. We have, from [UHa1]
Corollary 4.2, that H1(A, A*)=0. In this case, Z0(A, A*) is the set of
bounded ``traces'' on A as defined in II.1.1 (b). If the C*-algebra A has no
non-trivial bounded ``traces,'' then from Lemma II.1.2, H1G(A, A*)=0, for
all groups G acting on A.
The Cuntz algebra On (n # N, n>1) is the universal C*-algebra generated
by n isometries Vi (that is, V i*Vi=I ) such that V1V 1*+ } } } +VnV n*=I.
Corollary II.1.4. Suppose G is a group acting on On (n # N). Then
H 1G(On , On)=0 and H
1
G(On , On*)=0.
Proof. The first assertion follows from the last part of II.1.3 (a), since
On is a simple unital C*-algebra [JCu] Theorem 1.13.
For the second assertion, we shall prove that there are no non-trivial
bounded ``traces'' on the Cuntz algebras, and then apply II.1.3 (b). Suppose
, is a bounded ``trace'' on On , then , has a unique extension to an
ultraweakly continuous bounded linear functional on On** by [K-R] 10.1.1,
the remarks preceding Propositions 10.1.14 and 10.1.21, and Proposi-
tion 10.1.21. Since multiplication is separately ultraweakly continuous, and
On is ultraweakly dense in On**, it follows that the extension is a ``trace.''
From [P-T] Lemma 3.1, each element of On**, is the sum of two com-
mutators, since the von Neumann algebra On** is properly infinite. Hence
the extension of , to On** is 0. K
Definition II.1.5. Let M be an A-bimodule. M is called symmetric if
Am=mA for all A in A and m in M. This is equivalent to requiring that
Z0(A, M)=M. If A is unital (with unit I ), then M is called unital if
Im=mI=m for all m in M.
Lemma II.1.6. Suppose that the unital Banach algebra A is the closed
linear span of its idempotents. Let (A, :, M, ;) be a Banach or dual equiv-
ariant module. Assume, further, that M is a unital symmetric module. Let
!: A  M be a bounded linear map. Suppose g # G and
(2!)(:g(A), :g(B))=;g(2!(A, B)) (A, B # A). (1)
Then
!(:g(A))=;g(!(A)) (A # A).
In particular, if !: A  M is a bounded linear map such that 2! is equivariant,
then ! is equivariant.
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Proof. Since both :g and ! are linear and continuous it suffices to prove
that !(:g(P))=;g(!(P)) for all idempotents P in A. Suppose P is an idem-
potent in A and g # G. Then
(2!)(:g(P), :g(P))=:g(P) !(:g(P))&!(:g(P) :g(P))+!(:g(P)) :g(P)
=:g(P) !(:g(P))&!(:g(P))+!(:g(P)) :g(P)
and
;g(2!(P, P))=:g(P) ;g(!(P))&;g(!(PP))+;g(!(P)) :g(P)
=:g(P) ;g(!(P))&;g(!(P))+;g(!(P)) :g(P).
If (1) is satisfied for g, then it follows, by subtracting the two expressions
and using that M is a symmetric module, that
(2:g(P)&I )(!(:g(P))&;g(!(P)))=0.
Thus
0=(2:g(P)&I )2 (!(:g(P))&;g !(P))
=I(!(:g(P)&;g(!(P)))=!(:g(P))&;g(!(P)),
since M is a unital module. K
The condition that the module M be symmetric cannot be removed, in
general. If ! is equivariant, then 2! is equivariant. For m in M, define !$
in C1(A, M) by !$=!+2(m). Then 2(!$)=2(!) is equivariant, but !$ is
not, in general, equivariant. In fact, !$ is equivariant only if m&;g(m) is
in the center of M for all g, as a computation similar to the one preceding
Lemma II.1.2 shows.
The other assumption in II.1.6, that A is the closed linear span of its
idempotents, is also, in general, necessary for the result. Otherwise, it
would follow that all derivations of a Banach algebra A into a symmetric
module are equivariant. For an example where this is not true, let A be the
unital Banach algebra generated linearly by the three elements I=\
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1+
(the unit), A1=\
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0+ , and A2=\
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0+ . Then A21=A22=A1A2=
A2A1=0. Define an action of Z2 on A by letting the non-trivial
automorphism : interchange A1 and A2 . Define a linear map !: A  A by
!(I )=0=!(A1) and !(A2)=A2 . Then !(:(A1))=!(A2)=A2 , while
:(!(A1))=0. Hence ! is not equivariant. However, it follows by a
straightforward computation that 2(!)=0.
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Corollary II.1.7. Suppose the unital Banach algebra A is the closed
linear span of its idempotent elements. If G is a group acting on A and M
is a unital symmetric Banach or dual G-A-module, then Z2G(A, M) &
B2(A, M)=B2G(A, M). In particular, if H
2(A, M)=0, then H2G(A, M)=0.
Corollary II.1.8. Let the unital abelian C*-algebra A be the
norm-closed linear span of its projections. Let ! be a bounded linear map
from A into itself and let : be a *-endomorphism of A. If
(2!)(:(A), :(B))=:(2!(A, B)) (A, B # A), (2)
then
!(:(A))=:(!(A)) (A # A).
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Lemma II.1.6. K
Corollary II.1.9. Let A be a unital abelian C*-algebra. Let ! be a
bounded linear map from A into itself and let : be a *-endomorphism of A.
If
(2!)(:(A), :(B))=:(2!(A, B)) (A, B # A),
then
!(:(A))=:(!(A)) (A # A).
Proof. Let 8(A) denote the image of A under its universal representa-
tion ([K-R] Section 10.1). Then ! and : can be viewed as maps from 8(A)
into 8(A), and as such, they are ultraweakly continuous. To see this, let
' be an ultraweakly continuous (and, hence, bounded) linear functional on
8(A). Then ' b ! and ' b : are bounded linear functionals on 8(A) and
hence, by [K-R] 10.1.1, they are ultraweakly continuous. Thus, by
[K-R] 10.1.10, ! and : extends to maps ! and : from 8(A)& into 8(A)&,
such that ! is bounded and linear and : is a *-homomorphism. Moreover,
since multiplication is separately ultraweakly continuous, we have that
(2! (: (A), : (B))=: (2! (A, B)) (A, B # 8(A)&).
Hence, by Lemma II.1.8, ! (: (A))=: (! (A)) for all A in 8(A)&. Thus
!(:(A))=! (: (A))=: (! (A))=:(!(A)) for all A in 8(A). K
Corollary II.1.10. Suppose A is a unital abelian C*-algebra and : is
an action of a group G on A. Then H2G(A, A)=0.
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Proof. Suppose \ # Z2G(A, A). Then, by [BJo1] Proposition 8.2, there
is a ! in C 1(A, A) such that \=2(!). Hence 2(!)(:g(A), :g(B))=
:g(2(!)(A, B)) for all A, B in A and g in G. Thus, by II.1.10, ! is equiv-
ariant, that is, ! # C1G(A, A). K
Note that in this section we have made no restrictions on the group G.
II.2. Dimension Shift
The process for carrying out the dimension-shift program is to consider
the cochain groups as modules and as equivariant modules. Since the
cochain groups will turn out (in some cases) to be dual modules, as well,
the spaces A  } } }  A  M (n-tensor factors of A, this denotes the pro-
jective tensor product of the A's and M as defined in Appendix A) have to
be provided with module and equivariant-module structures. The defini-
tions of module and group action (on the tensor product) require the
following lemma.
Lemma II.2.1. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a group
G on A, and (A, :, M, ;) is a Banach equivariant module.
(a) For each A in A, there is a unique bounded linear map
LA : A  } } }  A  M  A  } } }  A  M
such that
LA(A1 } } } An m)
=AA1A2  } } } Anm
+ :
n&1
i=1
(&1) i AA1 } } } AiAi+1 } } } An m
+(&1)n AA1  } } } Anm.
(b) For each A in A, there is a unique bounded linear map
RA : A  } } }  A  M  A  } } }  A  M
such that
RA(A1 } } } Anm)=A1A2 } } } AnmA.
(c) For each g in G, there is a unique bounded linear map
vg : A  } } }  A  M  A  } } }  A  M
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such that
vg(A1 } } } Anm)=:g(A1):g(A2) } } } :g(An);g(m).
Proof. This follows from the properties of the projective tensor product
and the action-continuity assumptions. K
Definition II.2.2. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, : is an action of a
group G on A, and (A, :, M, ;) is a Banach or dual equivariant module.
(a) Define module actions of A on A  } } }  A  M by
Az=LA(z) (A # A, z # A  } } }  A  M ),
zA=RA(z) (A # A, z # A  } } }  A  M ).
(b) Define actions of A on Cn(A, M) by
(A\)(A1 , ..., An)=A\(A1 , ..., An),
(\A)(A1 , ..., An)=\(AA1 , A2 , ..., An)
+ :
n&1
i=1
(&1) i \(A, A1 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An)
+(&1)n \(A, A1 , ..., An&1) An ,
where \ # Cn(A, M) and A, A1 , . . ., An # A.
Define an action @ of G on Cn(A, M) by
(@g(\))(A1 , ..., An)=;g(\(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(An)))
where \ # Cn(A, M) and A1 , . . ., An # A.
Lemma II.2.3. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, G is a group acting on A,
and M is a Banach G-A-module. Then A  } } }  A  M is a Banach
G-A-module with module actions as defined in II.2.2 (a), and with
v: G  B(A  } } }  A  M) as the group action.
Proof. LA and RA are bounded linear maps and, clearly, the maps
A  LA and A  RA are linear. To conclude that A  } } }  A  M is a
Banach A-module, it remains to prove that
(1) (AB)z=A(Bz) (A, B # A, z # A  } } }  A  M);
(2) (Az)B=A(zB) (A, B # A, z # A  } } }  A  M);
(3) z(AB)=(zA)B (A, B # A, z # A  } } }  A  M).
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This is equivalent to proving that LAB=LA b LB , RB b LA=LA b RB ,
and RAB=RB b RA . All the maps involved in these inequalities are bounded
and linear. To prove the equalities it suffices to prove that the maps coin-
cide on elements of the form A1  } } } An m in A  } } }  A  M.
The equalities corresponding to (2) and (3) are straightforward to prove,
using that M is an A-bimodule.
Suppose n=1 and A1 m # A  M. If A, B # A, then
LA b LB(A1m)=LA(BA1m&BA1 m)
=ABA1m&ABA1 m&(ABA1m&ABA1m)
=ABA1m&ABA1 m=LAB(A1m),
which proves (1) for n=1. Assume (1) is true for n&1. We show that (1)
holds for n. Suppose A1  } } } An m # A  } } }  A  M. Then
LA(A1 } } } An m)
=AA1 } } } Anm
+ :
n&1
i=1
(&1) i AA1 } } } AiAi+1 } } } Anm
+(&1)n AA1  } } } An&1An m
=AA1 } } } Anm&ALA1(A2 } } } An m).
Using this and (1) for n&1, we have that
LA b LB(A1 } } } Anm)
=LA(BA1 } } } Anm)&LA(BLA1(A2  } } } Anm))
=ABA1A2  } } } Anm&ALBA1(A2 } } } Anm)
&ABLA1(A2 } } } Anm)+ALBLA1(A2 } } } An m)
=ABA1A2  } } } Anm&ABLA1(A2  } } } Anm)
=LAB(A1  } } } An m),
which completes the proof of (1).
It remains to show that v satisfies (i)(v) of Definition I.2.3. Since : and
; are homomorphisms of G, it follows that vg b vh and vgh coincide on
elements of the form A1  } } } An m. Moreover, elements of that form
have dense linear span in A  A  } } }  A  M. (iv) follows.
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Since, for A1 , . . ., An in A and m in M,
&vg(A1 } } } Anm)&=&:g(A1):g(A2) } } } :g(An);g(m)&
=&A1& &A2& } } } &An& &m&,
it follows from Lemma A.6 that &vg&1. Moreover, since ve is the identity
transform on the space A  } } }  A  M, &z&=&vg&1 vg(z)&&vg(z)&
&z&, which shows that vg is an isometry. Finally, vg is bijective, since vg&1
is a two-sided inverse. This proves (i).
Suppose z # A  } } }  A  M, g # G, and A # A. We want to prove
that vg(zA)=vg(z) :g(A). This is equivalent to proving that, for fixed A and
g, the map , that map z into vg(zA)&vg(z) :g(A) is identically zero on
A  } } }  A  M. , is bounded and linear, so it suffices to prove that
, vanishes on elements of the form A1  } } } An m. This is straight-
forward. This proves (iii); (ii) is notationally more complicated, though
proven similarly.
Suppose z # A  } } } A  M. We want to prove that the map g  vg(z)
is continuous. First, note that z can be approximated by elements in the
algebraic tensor product A } } } AM. Then use the continuity of the
maps g # :g(A) and g  ;g(m) for the desired conclusion. K
Lemma II.2.4. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, G is a group acting on A,
and M is a Banach G-A-module. If G is discrete, then C n(A, M) is a Banach
G-A-module, with module and group actions as described in II.2.2.
Proof. From [BJo1] page 9 and [J-K-R] pages 84-85, it follows that
Cn(A, M) is a Banach A-module. It remains to prove that @ satisfies (i)(v)
in Definition I.2.3. Since G is discrete, (v) is automatically satisfied. It is
straightforward to prove that (i)(iv) are satisfied. We prove (ii). Suppose
\ # Cn(A, M) and A # A. Then
(@g(A\))(A1 , ..., An)=;g((A\)(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(An)))
=;g(A(\(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(An))))
=:g(A)(;g(\(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(An))))
=:g(A)(@g(\)(A1 , ..., An))
=(:g(A) @g(\))(A1 , ..., An),
which shows that (ii) of Definition I.2.3 is satisfied. K
Lemma II.2.5. Suppose A is a Banach algebra and G is a group acting
on A. If M is a dual G-A-module, with M
*
, the predual of M, a Banach
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G-A-module as described in Lemma I.3.9, then {: Cn(A, M)  (A  } } } 
A  M
*
)* is an isometric isomorphism, where { maps \ in C n(A, M) to the
unique bounded linear functional {(\) on A  } } }  A  M
*
, such that
({(\), A1 } } } Anm*) =( \(A1 , ..., An), m*) ,
where A1 , . . ., An # A and m* # M*. Moreover, the isomorphism { is anisometric isomorphism of G-A-modules. Thus Cn(A, M) is a dual
G-A-module, with module and group actions as defined in II.2.2.
Proof. It follows from [J-K-R] page 84 that { is an isometric
isomorphism, and that { is an A-module map.
It remains to prove that { preserves the action of G, that is, to prove that
{(@g(\))=vg*({(\)) for all \ in Cn(A, M). Since {(@g(\)) and vg*({(\)) are
bounded linear functionals on A  } } }  A  M
*
, it suffices to prove
that they coincide on elements of the form A1  } } } An m* , whereA1 , . . ., An # A and m* # M*. Let # be the action of G on M*. Then
({(@g(\)), A1  } } } Anm*)
=( (@g(\))(A1 , ..., An), m*)
=( ;g(\(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(An)), m*)
=( \(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(An)), #g&1(m*))
=({(\), :g&1(A1) } } } :g&1(An)#g&1(m*))
=({(\), vg&1(A1  } } } Anm*))
=(vg*({(\)), A1  } } } An m*) ,
which proves that {(@g(\))=vg*({(\)).
Thus Cn(A, M) and (A  } } }  A  M
*
)* are isomorphic as G-A-
modules. Since M
*
is a Banach G-A-module, it follows, from Lem-
mas II.2.3 and I.3.6, that (A  } } }  A  M
*
)* is a dual G-A-module.
Hence Cn(A, M) is a dual G-A-module. K
Now, the preparation for the dimension shift is finished, and the next
lemma proves the dimension shift of cochain groups.
Lemma II.2.6. Suppose A is a Banach algebra and G is a group acting
on A. If (a) or (b) is satisfied, then Cn+pG (A, M) and C
n
G(A, C
p(A, M)) are
isometrically isomorphic as Banach spaces, where Cp(A, M) is a
G-A-module with the actions described in II.2.2 (b).
(a) G is discrete and M is a Banach G-A-module.
(b) M is a dual G-A-module.
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Moreover, in both cases, the isomorphism
0: Cn+pG (A, M)  C
n
G(A, C
p(A, M))
is given by
(0(\)(A1 , ..., An))(An+1 , ..., An+p)=\(A1 , ..., An , An+1 , ..., An+p).
Proof. From [BJo1] page 9 and [J-K-R] page 85, it follows that 0 is
an isometric isomorphism of Cn+p(A, M) onto Cn(A, Cp(A, M)). The
inverse of 0 is defined by 0&1(!)(A1 , . . ., An+p)=(!(A1 , . . ., An))
(An+1 , . . ., An+p). Thus, to prove the lemma, it suffices to prove that 0 and
0&1 both map equivariant cochains into equivariant cochains. Suppose
\ # Cn+pG (A, M), g # G, and A1 , . . ., An+p # A. Then
(0(\)(:g(A1), ..., :g(An)))(An+1 , ..., An+p)
=\(:g(A1), ..., :g(An), An+1 , ..., An+p)
=\(:g(A1), ..., :g(An), :g(:g&1(An+1), ..., :g(:g&1(An+p)))
=;g(\(A1 , ..., An , :g&1(An+1), ..., :g&1(An+p)))
=;g(0(\)(A1 , ..., An)(:g&1(An+1), ..., :g&1(An+p)))
=@g(0(\)(A1 , ..., An))(An+1 , ..., An+p).
Hence 0(\)(:g(A1), . . ., :g(An))=@g(0(\)(A1 , . . ., An)) and 0(\), is equiv-
ariant. The proof that 0&1 maps equivariant cochains into equivariant
cochains is similar. K
Remark II.2.7. If M is a Banach G-A-module and G is not discrete, we
cannot be sure that C p(A, M) is a Banach G-A-module. Since only cochain
groups with coefficients in Banach and dual G-A-modules are considered,
the above case has to be excluded.
However, if more general equivariant modules, modules that satisfy only
(i)(iv) of I.2.3, were considered, then Cp(A, M) would be such a module
when M is a Banach G-A-module, even if G is not discrete. In that case
Cn+pG (A, M)&C
n
G(A, C
p(A, M)) with the same proof as just presented.
Corollary II.2.8. Suppose A is a Banach algebra and G is a group
acting on A. If (a) or (b) of II.2.6 is satisfied, then Hn+pG (A, M)&
HnG(A, C
p(A, M)).
Proof. Since 0: Cn+pG (A, M)  C
n
G(A, M) is an isomorphism it suffices
to prove that the following diagram commutes for all n0.
C n+pG (A, M ) ww
0 C nG(A, C
p(A, M ))
2 2
Cn+p+1G (A, M ) ww
0 C n+1G (A, C
p(A, M ))
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Suppose \ # Cn+pG (A, M) and A1 , . . ., An+p+1 # A. Then
(2(0(\))(A1 , ..., An+1))(An+2 , ..., An+p+1)
=(A1(0(\)(A2 , ..., An+1)))(An+2 , ..., An+p+1)
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i (0(\)(A1 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An+1))(An+2 , ..., An+p+1)
+(&1)n+1 ((0(\)(A1 , ..., An)) An+1)(An+2 , ..., An+p+1)
=A1 \(A2 , ..., An+p+1)
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i \(A1 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An+1 , ..., An+p+1)
+(&1)n+1 _(0(\)(A1 , ..., An))(An+1 An+2 , An+3 , ..., An+p+1)
+ :
p
j=2
(&1) j&1(0(\)(A1 , ..., An))(An+1 , ..., An+j An+j+1 , ..., An+p+1)
+(&1) p+1 ((0(\)(A1 , ..., An))(An+1 , ..., An+p)) An+p+1&
=(2(\))(A1 , ..., An+p+1)
=(0(2(\))(A1 , ..., An+1))(An+2 , ..., An+p+1),
which shows that the diagram commutes for all n0. K
In the following, some further applications of the action @ of G on
Cn(A, M) will be given. The following lemma (which is useful in sec-
tion II.4) is not difficult to prove.
Lemma II.2.9. Let A be a Banach algebra, G a group acting on A, and
M a Banach or dual G-A-module.
(a) CnG(A, M)=(C
n(A, M))G, where the last symbol denotes the
elements in Cn(A, M) fixed under the action @.
(b) ZnG(A, M)=(Z
n(A, M))G.
Since @g commutes with the coboundary operator it induces a map
{g : H n(A, M)  Hn(A, M) defined by {g([\])=[@g(\)]. This gives an
action of G on Hn(A, M).
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Proposition II.2.10. Suppose G is a finite group acting on a Banach
algebra A and M is a Banach G-A-module. Then HnG(A, M) and
(Hn(A, M))G are isomorphic, where (H n(A, M))G denotes the elements of
Hn(A, M) that are fixed under the action {.
Proof. The inclusion map of CnG(A, M) into C
n(A, M) induces a map
8: H nG(A, M )  H
n(A, M )
(studied in Section II.3). The image of 8 is in (Hn(A, M))G. As we shall see
in II.3.2, 8 is injective when G is finite. It remains to prove that 8 is surjec-
tive (onto (Hn(A, M))G).
Suppose \ # Zn(A, M) and [\] # (H n(A, M))G. Define \$ by
\$(A1 , ..., An)=
1
|G|
:
g # G
(@g(\))(A1 , ..., An),
where |G| denotes the number of elements in G. Then \$ # Zn(A, M), and
\$ is equivariant as a straightforward computation shows.
Since [\] # (Hn(A, M))G, there is, for each g in G, a !g in Cn&1(A, M)
such that \&@g(\)=2!g . This implies that
\$(A1 , ..., An)=
1
|G|
:
g # G
@g(\)(A1 , ..., An)
=
1
|G|
:
g # G
(\&2(!g))(A1 , ..., An)
=\(A1 , ..., An)&
1
|G|
:
g # G
(2(!g))(A1 , ..., An)
=\(A1 , ..., An)&2 \ 1|G| :g # G !g+ (A1 , ..., An).
If !, in Cn&1(A, M), is defined by !(A1 , ..., An)=1|G| g # G !g(A1 , ..., An),
then, from the preceding, \$=\&2(!). This proves that 8 is surjective,
since [\]=[\$] and [\$] is in the image of 8. K
II.3. Relation between Ordinary and Equivariant Cohomology
Since CnG(A, M) is a subspace of C
n(A, M), and the same coboundary map
is used for the equivariant cohomology as for the usual cohomology, the
following commutative diagram is obtained, where 8 is the inclusion map,
CnG(A, M ) ww
8 C n(A, M )
2 2
C n+1G (A, M ) ww
8 Cn+1(A, M )
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for all n0. Thus, there is a map (also called 8) of the corresponding
cohomology groups, that is
8: H nG(A, M )  H
n(A, M )
is defined by 8(\+BnG(A, M))=\+B
n(A, M).
In this section, the properties of the map 8 will be studied. First, we
recall the definition of amenability for groups.
Definition II.3.1. [JRi1]. A group G is said to be amenable if it has
a left invariant mean. A left invariant mean on G is a linear functional +
on BC(G) (the bounded, complex-valued, continuous functions on G) such
that
(1) +( f )0 if f # BC(G) and f (g)0 for all g in G;
(2) +(g f )=+( f ) when g # G, f # BC(G), and g f (h)=f (gh), for all g
in G;
(3) +( f )=1 if f (g)=1 for all g in G.
For accounts of the theory of amenable groups, see [FGr] or [APa].
Proposition II.3.2. Let A be a Banach algebra and let G be a locally
compact group acting on A. Then 8: HnG(A, M)  H
n(A, M), defined
before, is injective if (a) or (b) is satisfied.
(a) The group G is compact; and M is a Banach or dual G-A-module.
(b) The group G is amenable, and M is a dual G-A-module.
Proof. In both cases, the proof consists of defining a map
9: Hn(A, M )  H nG(A, M )
that is a left inverse for 8.
First, we prove that 8 is injective when (b) is satisfied. Assume that G
is amenable, with a left invariant mean +, and that M is a dual G-A-
module.
Suppose ! # Cn(A, M) and m
*
is an element of M
*
, where M
*
is the
predual of M, as described in Lemma I.3.9. Consider the map from G into
C defined by
g  ( ;g(!(:g&1(A1), :g&1(A2), ..., :g&1(An))), m*)
= (@g(!)(A1 , ..., An), m*) (1)
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for fixed A1 , A2 , ..., An in A, where : denotes the action of G on A and ;
the action of G on M.
Assertion 1. The map (1) is continuous and bounded.
It is immediate that the map (1) is bounded. From II.2.5, the map
g  @g(!) is continuous from G into Cn(A, M) with its weak*-topology
(Cn(A, M) is a dual G-A-module and hence satisfies (v) of I.3.3). Thus, if
g  g0 , in G, then @g(!)  @g0(!) weak* in C
n(A, M). This last implies that
{(@g(\))(z)  {(@g0(\))(z) for all z in A  } } }  A  M*, where { is the
map defined in the proof of II.2.5. Let z in A  } } }  A  M
*
be
A1  } } } An m*, then
{(@g(!))(z)=(@g(\)(A1 , ..., An), m*) ,
which converges to
{(@g0(!))(z)=(@g0(\)(A1 , ..., An), m*).
This proves the continuity of the map (1).
From Assertion 1, the map (1) has a mean. Define !G by
(!G(A1 , A2 , ..., An), m*)
=+(g  ( ;g(!(:g&1(A1), :g&1(A2), ..., :g&1(An))), m*) ).
Assertion 2. !G is a bounded n-linear map from the space
A_A_ } } } _A into M with bound not exceeding &!& .
Suppose A1 , A2 , . . ., An # A. Then !G(A1 , A2 , ..., An) is linear. Moreover,
|( ;g(!(:g&1(A1), :g&1(A2), ..., :g&1(An))), m*) |
&;g(!(:g&1(A1), :g&1(A2), ..., :g&1(An)))& &m*&
&!& &:g&1(A1)& &:g&1(A2)& } } } &:g&1(An)& &m*&
=&!& &A1& &A2& } } } &An& &m*&,
which shows that |(!G(A1 , A2 , ..., An), m*) |&!& &A1&. . .&An & &m*&.
Hence !G(A1 , . . ., An) is a bounded linear functional on M*; that is,!G(A1 , A2 , ..., An) # M. Moreover, &!G(A1 , . . ., An&&!& &A1& } } } &An&,
whence &!G&&!&. In a similar way, the n-linearity of !G follows from the
n-linearity of ! and the linearity of +, ;g , and :g&1 . The proof of Asser-
tion 2 is complete.
Suppose h # G and A1 , A2 , ..., An # A. Since m  (;h(m), m*) is a weak*
continuous linear functional on M (by (i) of Definition I.3.3), there
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is an m$
*
in M
*
, such that (;h(m), m*) =(m, m$*) for all m in M by
[K-R] Proposition 1.3.5. Then
(!G(:h(A1), :h(A2), ..., :h(An)), m*)
=+(g  ( ;g(!(:g&1 :h(A1), :g&1 :h(A2), ..., :g&1 :h(An))), m*) )
=+(g  ( ;h(;h&1g(!(: (h&1g)&1(A1), :(h&1g)&1(A2), ..., :(h&1g)&1(An)))), m*) )
=+(g  ( ;h&1g(!(:(h&1g)&1(A1), :(h&1g)&1(A2), ..., : (h&1g)&1(An))), m$*) )
=+(g  ( ;g(!(:g&1(A1), :g&1(A2), ..., :g&1(An))), m$*) )
=(!G(A1 , A2 , ..., An), m$*)
=( ;h(!G(A1 , A2 , ..., An)), m*) ,
by left invariance of +. Since the preceding shows that
!G(:h(A1), :h(A2), ..., :h(An))=;h(!G(A1 , A2 , ..., An)),
!G is equivariant.
Combining Assertion 2 with the equivariance of !G , we have that
!G # CnG(A, M). Define 9(!) to be !G . Then 9 maps C
n(A, M) into
CnG(A, M). By an argument similar to that of Assertion 2, 9 is linear.
Assertion 3. The following diagram commutes, for all n0.
Cn(A, M ) ww9 C nG(A, M )
2 2
Cn+1(A, M ) ww9 C n+1G (A, M ).
Suppose A1 , A2 , ..., An+1 # A, ! # C n(A, M), n1, and m* # M*. Then
(2(9(!)(A1 , A2 , ..., An)), m*)
=(A1(9(!)(A2 , A3 , ..., An+1)), m*)
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i (9(!)(A1 , ..., Ai Ai+1 , ..., An+1), m*)
+(&1)n+1 ( (9(!)(A1 , A2 , ..., An)) An+1, m*)
=(9(!)(A2 , A3 , ..., An+1), m*A1)
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i (9(!)(A1 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An+1), m*)
+(&1)n+1 (9(!)(A1 , A2 , ..., An), An+1m*)
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=+(g  ( ;g(!(:g&1(A2), :g&1(A3), ..., :g&1(An+1))), m*A1) )
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i +(g  ( ;g(!(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(AiAi+1), ...,
:g&1(An+1))), m*) )
+(&1)n+1 +(g  ( ;g(!(:g&1(A1), :g&1(A2), ..., :g&1(An))), An+1m*) )
=+(g  ( ;g(:g&1(A1) !(:g&1(A2), :g&1(A3), ..., :g&1(An+1))), m*) )
+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i +(g  ( ;g(!(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(AiAi+1), ...,
:g&1(An+1))), m*) )
+(&1)n+1 +(g  ( ;g(!(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(An)) :g&1(An+1)), m*) )
=+(g  ( ;g((2(!))(:g&1(A1), :g&1(A2), ..., :g&1(An+1))), m*) )
=(9(2(!))(A1 , A2 , ..., An+1), m*).
This proves Assertion 3 for n1. The proof for n=0 is similar.
By Assertion 3, 9 induces a map (also denoted by 9) from H n(A, M )
into HnG(A, M ), defined by 9(!+B
n(A, M ))=!G+BnG(A, M ). To com-
plete the proof of part (b), we show that 9 b 8 is the identity on
HnG(A, M ). In fact, we prove that 9 b 8 is the identity on C
n
G(A, M ). For
this, we must show that 9 b 8(!)=! for each equivariant n-cochain !.
Since 8 is the inclusion map, this corresponds to proving that 9(!)=!.
Note for this, that
(9(!)(A1 , ..., An), m*) =+(g  ( ;g(!(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(An))), m*) )
=+(g  ( ;g(;g&1(!(A1 , ..., An))), m*) )
=+(g  (!(A1 , ..., An), m*) )
=(!(A1 , ..., An), m*) ,
by using that ! is equivariant for the second equality. If [!] denotes the
class of ! in HnG(A, M ), then 9(8([!]))=[9(8(!))]=[!]. Thus 9 is a
left inverse of 8, and part (b) of the proposition follows.
Since compact groups are amenable, the last part of (a) (where M is a
dual G-A-module) is a special case of (b). The proof of (a), when M is a
Banach G-A-module, follows the same pattern as the proof of (b). Suppose
! # Cn(A, M ), then the map
g  ;g(!(:g&1(A1), :g&1(A2), ..., :g&1(An))) (2)
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is continuous, for fixed A1 , A2 , ..., An in A. In this case, we must prove the
continuity, not just refer to earlier results. Let g0 in G and a positive = be
given. Since the maps g  :g(A) and g  g&1 are continuous there
are neighborhoods &i of g0 , such that &:g&1(Ai)&:g0&1(Ai)&<= &Ai&
(2n &!& &A1& } } } &An&+1) for all g in &i . Then, for g in &1 & &2 & } } } & &n ,
&!(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(An))&!(:g0&1(A1), ..., :g0&1(An))&
&!(:g&1(A1)&:g0&1(A1), :g&1(A2), ..., :g&1(An))&
+&!(:g0&1(A1), :g&1(A2)&:g0&1(A2), ..., :g&1(An))&
+ } } }
b
+&!(:g0&1(A1), ..., :g0&1(An&1 , :g&1(An)&:g0&1(An))&
&!& &:g&1(A1)&:g0&1(A1)& &A2& } } } &An&
+&!& &A1& &:g&1(A2)&:g0&1(A2)& &A3& } } } &An&
+ } } }
b
+&!& &A1& } } } &An&1& &:g&1(An)&:g0&1(An)&

&A2& } } } &An& &!& = &A1&
2n &!& &A1& } } } &An&+1
+ } } } +
&A1& } } } &An&1& &!& = &An&
2n &!& &A1& } } } &An&+1
<n=2n==2.
By continuity of the map g  ;g(m), there is a neighborhood & of g0 , such
that, for g in &, &(;g&;g0)(!(:g0&1(A1), :g0&1(A2), ..., :g0&1(An)))&<=2. Hence
for all g in |=& & &1 & } } } & &n
&;g(!(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(An)))&;g0(!(:g0&1(A1), ..., :g0&1(An)))&
=&(;g(!(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(An)))&;g(!(:g0&1(A1), ..., :g0&1(An))))
+(;g(!(:g0&1(A1), ..., :g0&1(An)))&;g0(!(:g0&1(A1), ..., :g0&1(An))))&
&;g(!(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(An))&!(:g0&1(A1), ..., :g0&1(An)))&
+&(;g&;g0)(!(:g0&1(A1), ..., :g0&1(An)))&
<=2+=2==,
which proves the continuity of the map (2).
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Let dg denote the Haar measure on G. Since the map (2) is a continuous
map into a Banach space (and dg is a probability measure) the map (2)
can be integrated (as in [D-S] Chapter III). Define !$G by
!$G(A1 , ..., An)=|
G
;g(!(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(An))) dg.
!$G is bounded with bound at most &!&. The n-linearity of !$G follows from
the n-linearity of ! and the linearity of the integral (and of :g&1 and ;g).
Moreover, by a proof similar to that of the equivariance of !G , !$G is equiv-
ariant; in the present case, the invariance of the Haar measure is used.
Hence we can define 9$: Cn(A, M )  CnG(A, M ) by 9$(!)=!$G . As
before the diagram
CnG(A, M ) ww
9$ C n(A, M )
2 2
C n+1G (A, M ) ww
9$ Cn+1(A, M )
commutes for all n0.
Hence 9$ induces a map of the cohomology groups. To prove that
9$ b 8 is the identity on HnG(A, M ), proceed, as before, by showing that
9$(!)=! if ! is an equivariant cochain. K
Remark II.3.3. (a) Note that the proof of Proposition II.3.2 proves
not only that 8 is one-to-one; it gives an explicit definition of a left inverse.
We shall refer to 8, in later sections, both by name and by construction.
(b) I believe that the assertions in II.3.2 are as strong as possible in
the sense that, if G is not compact, there is a Banach algebra on which G
acts, and a Banach G-A-module M, such that 8: HnG(A, M )  H
n(A, M )
is not injective for some n. Similarly, if G is not amenable.
The algebraic analogue of II.3.2 holds only for finite groups. We give an
example in Section II.5 where Z acts on an algebra A, and where the first
equivariant cohomology group is one dimensional, but the first ordinary
cohomology group is 0.
(c) In Section II.1, several situations are described where 8 is injec-
tive without any restrictions on the groups. Namely, the conclusions of
II.1.2 and II.1.7 can be formulated as saying that 8 is injective. These
examples should be kept in mind when seeking the examples whose
existence is conjectured in (b).
Definition II.3.4. An action : of G on a unital Banach algebra A is
called inner, if there is a map V from G into the invertible elements of A
such that
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(i) &V(g)&1 (g # G);
(ii) V(gh)=V(g)V(h) (g, h # G);
(iii) :g(A)=V(g)AV(g)&1 (g # G, A # A);
(iv) the map g  V(g) is continuous as a map from G to A with its
norm topology.
In the following, V(g) will be denoted by Vg .
If A is a C*-algebra, it follows from (i) and (ii) that
(v) Vg is unitary (g # G).
To see this, let UH be the polar decomposition of Vg (in A). Then U is
unitary, H is positive and invertible, and &H&1. As V&1g =Vg&1=
H&1U*, &H &1&=&Vg&1&1. Since sp(h&1)=sp(H)&1, only 1 is in sp(H),
whence H=I, Vg=U, and Vg is unitary.
Lemma II.3.5. Let A be a unital Banach algebra and : an inner action
of G on A. Let M be a unital Banach A-module, where the module actions
have norm at most 1, that is, &Am&&A& &m& and &mA&&A& &m& for all
A in A and m in M.
Define ;g : M  M by
;g(m)=Vg mV &1g =Vg mVg&1 (g # G, m # M ).
Then ; is an action of G on M such that M is a Banach G-A-module.
Furthermore, if M is a dual A-module, then M, with the action ;, is a dual
G-A-module.
Proof. The first assertion of the lemma is straightforward from
Definition II.3.4.
When M is a dual A-module, there is a Banach A-module M
*
such that
M is the dual of M
*
. Moreover, from I.3.2, the norms of the module
actions on M
*
are at most equal to the norms of the module actions on
M. Thus, by the first assertion of the lemma, the action # on M
*
, defined
by #g(m*)=Vgm*V
&1
g , makes M* into a Banach G-A-module. Since, forg in G, m in M, and m
*
in M
*
,
( ;g(m), m*) =(Vg mVg&1 , m*)=(m, Vg&1 m*Vg) =(m, #g&1(m*)) ,
it follows that the action ; is the dual of the action # on M
*
. Hence, from
Lemma I.3.6, M is a dual G-A-module. K
Note, that if M is a dual G-A-module with actions as described in the
preceding lemma, then M is also a Banach G-A-module.
Proposition II.3.6. Let A be a Banach algebra with an inner action V
of the group G. Let M be a unital dual A-module, such that the module
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actions on M have norm at most 1. If the Banach algebra B generated by
[Vg : g # G] is amenable, then 8: HnG(A, M )  H
n(A, M ) is surjective,
where M is a dual G-A-module with action of G as described in
Lemma II.3.5.
Proof. We must show that for all \ in Zn(A, M ) there is a ! in
Cn&1(A, M ), such that \&2(!) is equivariant. Since B is amenable and M
is a dual module, it follows by [J-K-R] 4.1 (or by II.4.9 (b), with G the
one-element group) that there is a ! in Cn&1(A, M ), such that
(\$=)\&2(!) vanishes if any argument is in B. Suppose A1 , ..., An # A
and g # G. Using that 2(\$)=0, we have that
0=(2\$)(Vg , A1 V &1g , Vg A2V
&1
g , ..., VgAnV
&1
g )
=Vg \$(A1 V &1g , VgA2V
&1
g , ..., VgAnV
&1
g )
&\$(VgA1 V &1g , VgA2V
&1
g , ..., VgAnV
&1
g )
+\$(Vg , A1 A2 V &1g , VgA3 V
&1
g , ..., VgAnV
&1
g )
+ :
n&1
i=2
(&1) i+1 \$(Vg , A1V &1g , ..., VgAi V
&1
g VgAi+1 V
&1
g , ..., Vg AnV
&1
g )
+(&1)n+1 \$(Vg , A1V &1g , Vg A2V
&1
g , ..., VgAn&1V
&1
g ) VgAn V
&1
g
=Vg \$(A1 V &1g , VgA2V
&1
g , ..., VgAnV
&1
g )&\$(VgA1 V
&1
g , ..., VgAn V
&1
g ),
where the last equality uses that Vg # B and \$ vanishes when Vg is the first
argument. Hence
\$(:g(A1), :g(A2), ..., :g(An))=\$(VgA1V &1g , Vg A2V
&1
g , ..., VgAn V
&1
g )
=Vg \$(A1 V &1g , Vg A2V
&1
g , ..., VgAnV
&1
g ).
Furthermore,
0=(2\$)(A1 , V &1g , VgA2V
&1
g , ..., VgAn V
&1
g )
=A1 \$(V &1g , VgA2V
&1
g , ..., Vg AnV
&1
g )
&\$(A1 V &1g , VgA2V
&1
g , ..., VgAnV
&1
g )
+\$(A1 , V &1g VgA2V
&1
g , ..., VgAnV
&1
g )
+ :
n&1
i=2
(&1) i+1 \$(A1 , V &1g , VgA2V
&1
g , ...,
VgAiV &1g VgAi+1V
&1
g , ..., Vg An V
&1
g )
+(&1)n+1 \$(A1 , V &1g , VgA2 V
&1
g , ..., Vg An&1V
&1
g ) VgAnV
&1
g
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=&\$(A1V &1g , VgA2 V
&1
g , ..., VgAn V
&1
g )
+\$(A1 , A2V &1g , Vg A3V
&1
g , ..., Vg An V
&1
g ),
which, combined with the preceding, shows that
\$(:g(A1), :g(A2), ..., :g(An))=Vg \$(A1 , A2V &1g , ..., VgAnV
&1
g ).
By repeated use of the same method, it follows that
\$(:g(A1), :g(A2), ..., :g(An))=Vg \$(A1 , ..., An) V &1g =;g(\$(A1 , ..., An)),
which shows that \$ is equivariant. K
Corollary II.3.7. Suppose G is an amenable group with inner action on
A and M is a dual A-module with module actions of norm less than 1. Then
HnG(A, M)&H
n(A, M), where M has the action of G as described in
Lemma II.3.5.
Proof. By Lemma II.3.5, M is a dual G-A-module. Thus, by Proposi-
tion II.3.2 (b), 8 is injective. Since G is amenable, the algebra generated by
[Vg : g # G] is amenable ([BJo1] Theorem 2.5). Hence, by II.3.6, 8 is
surjective. K
Remark II.3.8. If G is finite, II.3.6 and II.3.7 hold without requiring M
to be a dual module, as long as it is a Banach A-module. In the proof of
this version of II.3.6, one applies II.4.9 (a) with G the one-element group
instead of [J-K-R] 4.1, since in this case the algebra B is contractible.
The proof of the new version of II.3.7 requires using II.3.2 (a) instead of
II.3.2 (b).
Remark II.3.9. The reason we must make restrictions on the norm
of the module actions on the modules in II.3.57 lies in the fact that
;g is required to be an isometry. If we had, instead, only required the
existence of K such that &;g&K for all g, then those results would
still be valid without any restrictions on the norms of the module
actions.
Note, also, that the modules coming from the cochain groups, which
are considered in II.2, do not necessarily have the norms of the module
actions smaller than 1. Thus the restriction on the modules is a genuine
restriction.
Corollary II.3.10. Suppose G is an amenable group that acts inner on
a von Neumann algebra R. Then HnG(R, R) and H
n(R, R) are isomorphic
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Proof. R is a dual G-R-module by Lemma II.3.5. The corollary follows
from II.3.2 (b) and II.3.6. K
II.4. Relative Equivariant Cohomology
In this section, a relative, equivariant, cohomology theory will be
defined. The basic definition is an equivariant analogue of the definition
given in [LKa], which, itself, is based on the definition in [G-S2].
Definition II.4.1. Let A be a Banach algebra, G a group acting on A,
and M a Banach or dual G-A-module. If B is a G-invariant Banach sub-
algebra of A, then !: A_A_ } } } _A  M is said to be a relative equiv-
ariant n-cochain if
(0) ! # CnG(A, M);
(i) !(BA1 , A2 , . . ., An)=B!(A1 , A2 , . . ., An) (A1 , . . ., An # A, B # B);
(ii) !(A1 , . . ., An&1 , AnB) = !(A1 , . . ., An&1 , An)B (A1 , . . ., An # A,
B # B);
(iii) !(A1 , . . ., AiB, Ai+1 , . . ., An)=!(A1 , . . ., Ai , BAi+1 , . . ., An) for all
1in&1 (A1 , . . ., An # A, B # B);
(iv) !(A1 , A2 , . . ., An)=0 if any Ai # B.
The set of relative equivariant n-cochains is denoted by CnG(A, B;M).
The zero-dimensional relative equivariant cochain group is defined by
C 0G(A, B; M )
=[m # M | Bm=mB for all B in B, and ;g(m)=m for all g in G].
Remark II.4.2. It is not hard to see that the relative equivariant cochain
groups form a subcomplex of the equivariant complex, that is, the
Hochschild coboundary operator 2 maps CnG(A, B;M) into C
n+1
G (A, B;M).
Define the relative equivariant cocycle and coboundary groups by
ZnG(A, B; M )=[\ # C
n
G(A, B; M ) | 2(\)=0],
BnG(A, B; M )=[2(\) | \ # C
n&1
G (A, B; M )].
Define the relative equivariant cohomology group to be the quotient of the
cocycle and the coboundary groups, that is
H nG(A, B; M )=Z
n
G(A, B; M )B
n
G(A, B; M ).
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Proposition II.4.4 is an important result in the relative cohomology
theory. Before the proposition can be stated, the following definition is
needed.
Definition II.4.3. Suppose A is a Banach algebra.
(a) If H1(A, M)=0 for all Banach A-modules M, A is said to be
contractible.
(b) If H1(A, M)=0 for all dual A-modules M, A is said to be
amenable.
With G a group acting on A, we define the following ``equivariant''
analogues of (a) and (b).
(c) If H1G(A, M)=0 for all Banach G-A-modules M, A is said to be
G-contractible.
(d) If H1G(A, M)=0 for all dual G-A-modules M, A is said to be
G-amenable.
Note that (a) (respectively (b)) is a special case of (c) (respectively (d))
(the case where G is the one-element group). G-contractibility and G-
amenability will be studied, in more detail, in chapter III.
Proposition II.4.4. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, G is a group acting
on A, and B is a G-invariant Banach subalgebra of A. If (a) or (b) is
satisfied, then HnG(A, M)&H
n
G(A, B;M).
(a) B is G-contractible, M is Banach G-A-module, and G is discrete.
(b) B is G-amenable and M is a dual G-A-module.
This result is an equivariant analogue of V.2.4 in [LKa]. On the other
hand V.2.4 of [LKa] is the special case of II.4.4, where G is the one-ele-
ment group. The proof of this will follow the proof in [LKa], with the
obvious additions to take the equivariance into account.
The proof relies on studying the cochain groups as modules. It is
necesary to consider several different module actions, and some sub-
modules of the cochain-group modules. This will be carried out in the
following definitions and lemmas. Through II.4.10, A, is a Banach algebra,
G is a group acting on A, and B is a G-invariant subalgebra of A.
Definition II.4.5. With 1in, define actions of A on Cn(A, M) by
(A } i \)(A1 , ..., An)
=\(A1 , ..., AiA, Ai+1, ..., An),
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(\ } i A)(A1 , ..., An)
=\(A1 , ..., Ai , AAi+1, ..., An)
+ :
n&i&1
j=1
(&1) j \(A1 , ..., Ai , A, Ai+1 , ..., Ai+jAi+j+1 , ..., An)
+(&1)n&i \(A1 , ..., Ai , A, Ai+1 , ..., An&1) An
where A, A1 , . . ., An # A and \ # Cn(A, M). For notational convenience,
denote the actions of A on Cn(A, M), defined in II.2.2 (b), by } 0 .
Recall that the action @ of G on Cn(A, M), as defined in II.2.2, is
(@g(\))(A1 , ..., An)=;g(\(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(An))),
where : is the action of G on A, and ; is the action on M.
Lemma II.4.6. (1) If G is discrete and M is a Banach G-A-module,
then Cn(A, M) is a Banach G-A-module with respect to the actions } i of A
and @g of G.
(2) If M is a dual G-A-module, then Cn(A, M) is a dual G-A-module
with respect to the actions }i of A and @g of G.
Let ``Mni '' denote C
n(A, M) with the actions }i and @g .
Proof. That Mni is a Banach (respectively, dual) A-module can be
found in [J-K-R] page 85. The case i=0 of (1) and (2) is proven in II.2.4
and II.2.5. To prove (1) for general i, 1in, it must be shown that the
action @ of G satisfies (i)(v) of Definition I.2.3. (i) and (iv) are already
proven in Lemma II.2.4, since we have the same action of G as in that
lemma. Suppose \ # Cn(A, M) and A # A. Then
(@g(\ } i A))(A1 , ..., An)
=;g((\ } i A)(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(An)))
=;g _\(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(Ai), A:g&1(Ai+1), ..., :g&1(An))
+ :
n&i&1
j=1
(&1) j \(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(Ai), A, :g&1(Ai+1), ...,
:g&1(Ai+j) :g&1(Ai+j+1), ..., :g&1(An))
+(&1)n&i \(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(Ai), A,
:g&1(Ai+1, ..., :g&1(An&1)) :g&1(An)&
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=;g[\(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(Ai), :g&1(:g(A) Ai+1), ..., :g&1(An))]
+ :
n&i&1
j=1
(&1) j ;g[\(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(Ai), :g&1(:g(A)),
:g&1(Ai+1), ..., :g&1(Ai+j Ai+j+1), ..., :g&1(An))]
+(&1)n&i (;g[\(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(Ai), :g&1(:g(A)),
:g&1(Ai+1), ..., :g&1(An&1)))] An
=(@g(\))(A1 , ..., Ai , :g(A) Ai+1, Ai+2 , ..., An)
+ :
n&i&1
j=1
(&1) j (@g(\))(A1 , ..., Ai , :g(A),
Ai+1 , ..., Ai+jAi+j+1, ..., An)
+(&1)n&i [(@g(\))(A1 , ..., Ai , :g(A), Ai+1 , ..., An&1)] An
=((@g(\)) } i :g(A))(A1 , ..., An),
which shows that (iii) of Definition I.2.3 is satisfied. The proof of (ii) is
similar. Finally, the map g  @g(\) is continuous for all \ since G is discrete.
This completes the proof of (1).
For (2), we must show that @g satisfies (i)(v) of Definition I.3.3. In Lem-
ma II.2.5, properties (i), (iv), and (v), have been established for Cn(A, M)
with actions @ and } 0 . Those properties involve just @ (not the actions } i);
they are valid, still, in the present case. Properties (ii) and (iii) involve just
the actions } i and @g on Cn(A, M), but require no continuity considera-
tions. The arguments to prove (ii) and (iii) in case (1) apply, without
change, to the present case. K
Lemma II.4.7. Let Nni be the linear subspace of M
n
i consisting of those
cochains \ that satisfy (1)(3).
(1) \(A1 , A2 , . . ., An)=0 if any of A1 , . . ., Ai are in B.
(2) B\(A1 , . . ., An)=\(BA1 , A2 , . . ., An) when B is in B.
(3) \(A1 , . . ., AjB, Aj+1, . . ., An)=\(A1 , . . ., Aj , BAj+1 , An) when B is
in B and 1j<i.
Then the following hold.
(a) If Mni is a Banach G-A-module, then N
n
i is a Banach G-B-module.
(b) If M is a dual G-A-module, then Nni is a dual G-B-module.
Proof. First, note that if Mni is a Banach G-A-module, then it is also a
Banach G-B-module. Moreover, if M is a dual G-A-module, then Mni is a
dual G-A-module by II.4.6 (2), whence Mni is also a dual G-B-module.
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(a) follows from I.2.6 (b), since Nni is a closed invariant G-B-submodule
of Mni . It is straightforward to prove that N
n
i is a norm-closed subset of
Mni .
Suppose \ # Nni and g # G. We must show that @g(\) # N
n
i . We show that
@g(\) satisfies (2). Suppose B # B and A1 , . . ., An # A. Then, by (ii) of I.2.3,
B((@g(\)(A1 , A2 , ..., An))=B(;g(\(:g&1(A1), :g&1(A2), ..., :g&1(An))))
=;g(:g&1(B)(\(:g&1(A1), :g&1(A2), ..., :g&1(An))))
=;g(\(:g&1(BA1), :g&1(A2), ..., :g&1(An)))
=(@g(\))(BA1 , A2 , ..., An).
Thus @g(\) satisfies (2). The proof of (1) and (3) are similar. Finally, we
must show that for each B in B and \ in Nni , B } i \ and \ } i B are in N
n
i .
We prove that \ } i B satisfies (3). Suppose B1 # B, A1 , . . ., An # A, and
1ji. Then
(\ } i B)(A1 , ..., AjB1 , Aj+1, ..., An)
=\(A1 , ..., AjB1 , Aj+1 , ..., Ai , BAi+1, ..., An)
+ :
n&i&1
k=1
(&1)k \(A1 , ..., AjB1 , Aj+1, ..., Ai ,
B, Ai+1 , ..., Ai+kAi+k+1 , ..., An)
+(&1)n&i \(A1 , ..., AjB1 , Aj+1 , ..., Ai , B, Ai+1 , ..., An&1) An
=\(A1 , ..., Aj , B1Aj+1 , ..., Ai , BAi+1, ..., An)
+ :
n&i&1
k=1
(&1)k \(A1 , ..., Aj , B1Aj+1, ..., Ai ,
B, Ai+1 , ..., Ai+kAi+k+1 , ..., An)
+(&1)n&i \(A1 , ..., Aj , B1Aj+1 , ..., Ai , B, Ai+1 , ..., An&1) An
=(\ } i B)(A1 , ..., Aj , B1 Aj+1 , Aj+2 , ..., An),
since \ # Nni . The proof of (1) and (3) for \ } i B are similar, as is the proof
of (1)(3) for B } i \. Thus Nni is a B-submodule of M
n
i . This completes the
proof of (a).
(b) follows from I.3.8 (c), when it is shown that Nni is a weak* closed
invariant G-B-submodule. It was just proven that Nni is an invariant G-B-
submodule; it remains to prove that Nni is weak* closed. Recall that if \a
converges weak* to \ in Cn(A, M), then (\a(A1 , . . ., An), m*) converges
to (\(A1 , . . ., An), m*) for all A1 , . . ., An in A and m* in M*. (Compare
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the proof of II.3.2.) Suppose (\a)a # A is a net in Nni converging weak* to
\ in Mni . Let us prove that \ satisfies (1). If Aj # B for some ji, then
\a(A1 , . . ., An)=0 for all a. Hence (\a(A1 , . . ., An), m*)=0 for all m* inM
*
and for all a. Thus (\(A1 , . . ., An), m*) =0 for all m* in M*. This
proves that \ satisfies (1). K
Lemma II.4.8. If ! # Nni , then 2(!) vanishes if any of the first i
arguments are in B.
Proof. Suppose A1 # B and A2 . . ., An+1 # A. Then
(2!)(A1 , ..., An+1)=A1!(A2 , ..., An)&!(A1 A2 , ..., An+1)
+ :
n
j=2
(&1) j !(A1 , ..., AjAj+1 , ..., An+1)
+(&1)n+1 !(A1 , ..., An) An+1.
As A1 # B and ! # Nni , we know that all but the first two terms are 0. The
two first terms cancel by property (2) of elements in Nni .
Suppose A1 , . . ., An+1 # A and, furthermore, that Ak # B for some
1<ki. Then
(2!)(A1 , ..., An+1)
=A1 !(A2 , ..., Ak , ..., An+1)
+ :
k&2
j=1
(&1) j !(A1 , ..., ajAj+1 , ..., Ak , ..., An+1)
&(&1)k !(A1 , ..., Ak&1Ak , Ak+1 , ..., An+1)
+(&1)k !(A1 , ..., Ak&1 , Ak Ak+1 , ..., An+1)
+ :
n
j=k+1
(&1) j !(A1 , ..., Ak , ..., AjAj+1 , ..., An+1)
+(&1)n+1 !(A1 , ..., Ak , ..., An) An+1 .
All the terms, except, possibly, the two middle terms, are zero because one
of the first i arguments is in B. The two middle terms cancel by property
(3) of elements in Nni . K
Lemma II.4.9. Suppose (a) or (b) is satisfied.
(a) Mn&1i are Banach G-A-modules for i=0, . . ., n&1, and B is G-
contractible.
(b) M is a dual G-A-module and B is G-amenable.
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If \ # CnG(A, M), n1, and 2(\)(A1 , . . ., An+1)=0 when some Ai is in B,
then there is an equivariant n&1 cochain ! such that (\&2(!))
(A1 , . . ., An)=0 if some Ai is in B.
Proof. Recall, from the proof of II.2.6, that if \ # CnG(A, M), then
0(\): A  Cn&1(A, M) defined by
(0(\)(A1))(A2 , ..., An)=\(A1 , ..., An) (A1 , ..., An # A)
is a bounded linear map. Again, from the proof of II.2.6,
(0(\))(:g(A))=(@g(0(\)))(A) (A # A, g # G),
that is, 0(\) is equivariant.
View Cn&1(A, M) as a Banach G-B-module (or dual G-B-module) with
actions } 0 and @g , that is, as Mn&10 (for B and M).
With B1 , B2 in B and A3 , . . ., An+1 in A,
(2(0(\))(B1 , B2))(A3 , ..., An+1)
=[B1 } 0 (0(\)(B2))&0(\)(B1B2)+(0(\)(B1)) } 0 B2](A3 , ..., An+1)
=B1(\(B2 , A3 , ..., An+1))&\(B1B2 , A3 , ..., An+1)
+(0(\)(B1))(B2 A3 , A4 , ..., An+1)
+ :
n
i=3
(&1) i (0(\)(B1))(B2 , A3 , ..., Ai Ai+1 , ..., An+1)
+(&1)n+1 [0(\)(B1))(B2 , A3 , ..., An)] An+1
=B1 \(B2 , A3 , ..., An+1)&\(B1B2 , A3 , ..., An+1)
+\(B1 , B2 A3 , A4 , ..., An+1)
+ :
n
i=3
(&1) i \(B1 , B2 , A3 , ..., Ai Ai+1 , ..., An+1)
+(&1)n+1 \(B1 , B2 , A3 , ..., An) An+1
=2(\)(B1 , B2 , A3 , ..., An+1)=0,
by assumption on \, since B1 # B. Hence 0(\) B(=0(\) restricted to B)
is a derivation into Mn&10 (as a B-module). 0(\) B is equivariant since
0(\) is equivariant. Thus 0(\) B # Z1G(B, M
n&1
0 ). By assumption on B,
H1G(B, M
n&1
0 )=0 (see Definition II.4.3 (c),(d)). Hence 0(\) B =2(!1) for
some !1 in (Mn&10 )
G(=C0G(B, M
n&1
0 )see I.2.7). Since !1 # (M
n&1
0 )
G, !1 is
an equivariant n&1-cochain (Lemma II.2.9 (a)), and
0=(0(\)&2(!1))(B1)=0(\)(B1)&B1 } 0 !1+!1 } 0 B1 .
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Evaluating this at (A2 , A3 , . . ., An), we have that
0=\(B1 , A2 , ..., An)&B1(!1(A2 , ..., An))+!1(B1A2 , A3 , ..., An)
+ :
n&1
i=2
(&1) i+1 !1(B1 , A2 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An)
+(&1)n+1 (!1(B1 , A2 , ..., An&1)) An
=(\&2(!1))(B1 , A2 , ..., An),
which shows that \&2(!1) vanishes when the first argument is in B.
Suppose !k is an equivariant n&1 cochain such that \&2(!k) vanishes
when some of the first k arguments is in B. We construct an equivariant
n&1 cochain !k+1 such that \&2(!k+1) vanishes when some of the first
k+1 arguments is in B. Define $ to be \&2(!k). Then, by hypothesis,
2($)=2(\) vanishes when any of the arguments are in B. Define 0k($) in
C1G(A, M
n&1
k ) by (0k($)(A))(A1 , . . ., An&1)=$(A1 , . . ., Ak , A, Ak+1 , . . ., An&1).
Then 0k($)(A) # Cn&1(A, M), for each A in A, and 0k($) # C 1(A, Mn&1k ).
Suppose g # G and A1 , . . ., An&1 # A. Then
(0k)($)(:g(A)))(A1 , ..., An&1)
=$(A1 , ..., Ak , :g(A), Ak+1 , ..., An&1)
=$(:g:g&1(A1), ..., :g :g&1(Ak), :g(A), :g :g&1(Ak+1), ..., :g:g&1(An&1))
=;g[$(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(Ak), A, ..., :g&1(An&1))]
=;g[((0k($)(A))(:g&1(A1), ..., :g&1(An&1))]
=(@g(0k($)(A)))(A1 , ..., An&1).
Thus 0k($)(:g(A))=@g(0k($)(A)) and 0k($) # C1G(A, M
n&1
k ). (0k($) is
equivariant.)
Next, it will be shown that 0k($) B (=0k($) restricted to B) is a deriva-
tion into Mn&1k (for B and M). Suppose B1 , B2 # B and A1 , . . ., An+1 # A.
Then
(2(0k($))(B1 , B2))(A1 , ..., An&1)
=[B1 } k (0k($)(B2))&0k($)(B1B2)
+(0k($)(B1)) }k B2](A1 , ..., An&1)
=(0k($)(B2))(A1 , ..., Ak&1 , Ak B1 , Ak+1 , ..., An&1)
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&(0k($)(B1 B2))(A1 , ..., An&1)
+(0k($)(B1))(A1 , ..., Ak , B2Ak+1 , Ak+2 , ..., An&1)
+ :
n&k&1
j=1
(&1) j (0k($)(B1))(A1 , ..., Ak , B2 ,
Ak+1 , ..., Ak+j Ak+j+1 , ..., An&1)
+(&1)n&k [(0k($)(B1))(A1 , ..., Ak , B2 , Ak+1 , ..., An&2)] An&1
=$(A1 , ..., Ak&1 , AkB1 , B2 , Ak+1 , ..., An&1)
&$(A1 , ..., Ak , B1B2 , Ak+1 , ..., An&1)
+$(A1 , ..., Ak , B1 , B2Ak+1 , Ak+2 , ..., An&1)
+ :
n&k&1
j=1
(&1) j $(A1 , ..., Ak , B1 , B2 ,
Ak+1 , ..., Ak+j Ak+j+1 , ..., An&1)
+(&1)n&k $(A1 , ..., Ak , B1 , B2 , Ak+1, ..., An&2) An&1
=(&1)k (2($))(A1 , ..., Ak , B1 , B2 , Ak+1 , ..., An&1)
=0.
To establish the next to last equality, use the fact that $ vanishes when one
of its first k arguments is in B (by assumption on !k), and note that B1 will
be the k th argument for the first k terms of 2($). The last equality follows
from the fact that 2($) vanishes when any of the arguments is in B. Hence
0k($) B is an equivariant derivation into Mn&1k (for B and M).
Furthermore,
(0k($)(B1))(A1 , ..., An&1)=$(A1 , ..., Ak , B1 , Ak+1 , ..., An&1)
is equal to 0 if any of A1 , . . ., Ak are in B. Moreover, if j<k and B0 # B then,
using that 2($) vanishes when any of the arguments is in B, we have that
0=(2($))(A1 , ..., Aj , B0 , Aj+1 , ..., Ak , B1 , Ak+1 , ..., An&1)
=(&1) j $(A1 , ..., AjB0 , Aj+1 , ..., Ak , B1 , Ak+1 , ..., An&1)
&(&1) j $(A1 , ..., Aj , B0Aj+1 , ..., Ak , B1 , Ak+1 , ..., An&1),
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where for the last equality, we use that $ vanishes if one of the first k
arguments is in B. Thus
(0k($)(B1))(A1 , ..., AjB0 , Aj+1 , ..., An&1)
=$(A1 , ..., AjB0 , Aj+1 , ..., Ak , B1 , Ak+1 , ..., An&1)
=$(A1 , ..., Aj , B0Aj+1 , Aj+2, ..., Ak , B1 , Ak+1 , ..., An&1)
=(0k($)(B1))(A1 , ..., Aj , B0Aj+1 , Aj+2 , ..., An&1),
which shows that 0k($) B satisfies (3) of Lemma II.4.7 (with k in place
of i).
Finally, since 2($) vanishes when the first argument is in B,
0=(2$)(B0 , A1 , ..., Ak , B1 , Ak+1 , ..., An&1)
=B0($(A1 , ..., Ak , B1 , Ak+1 , ..., An&1))
&$(B0 A1 , ..., Ak , B1 , Ak+1 , ..., An&1),
where for the last equality, we use that $ vanishes when the first argument
is in B. Thus
B0[(0k($)(B1))(A1 , ..., An&1)]=B0 $(A1 , ..., Ak , B1Ak+1, ..., An&1)
=$(B0A1 , ..., Ak , B1 , Ak+1 , ..., An&1)
=(0k($)(B1))(B0A1 , A2 , ..., An&1),
which proves that 0k($) B satisfies (2) in Lemma II.4.7. Hence 0k($) B is an
equivariant derivation of B into Nn&1k .
Since B is either G-contractible (case (a)) or G-amenable (and Nn&1k is
a dual G-B-module in case (b)), there is a !0 in (Nn&1k )
G(=C0G(B, N
n&1
k )),
such that 2(!0)=0k($)B . Hence for B in B and A1 , . . ., An&1 in A,
0=[0k($)B&(2(!0))(B)](A1 , ..., An&1)
=$(A1 , ..., Ak , B, Ak+1, ..., An&1)
&(B }k !0&!0 }k B)(A1 , ..., An&1)
=$(A1 , ..., Ak , B, Ak+1, ..., An&1)
&!0(A1 , ..., Ak&1 , AkB, Ak+1 , ..., An&1)
+!0(A1 , ..., Ak , BAk+1 , Ak+2 , ..., An&1)
+ :
n&k&2
j=1
(&1) j !0(A1 , ..., Ak , B, Ak+1 , ..., Ak+j Ak+j+1 , ..., An&1)
+(&1)n&k&1 !0(A1 , ..., Ak , B, Ak+1 , ..., An&2) An&1.
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Since !0 vanishes when any of the first k arguments is in B, by adding
(&1)k+1 _A1(!0(A2 , ..., Ak , B, Ak+1 , ..., An&1))
+ :
k&1
i=1
(&1) i !0(A1 , ..., AiAi+1, ..., Ak , B, Ak+1 , ..., An&1)&
to the right-hand side of the preceding equality, we have that
($&(&1)k 2(!0))(A1 , ..., Ak , B, Ak+1 , ..., An&1)=0.
Defining !k+1 to be !k+(&1)k !0 , we have that \&2(!k+1) vanishes
when the k+1 st element is in B. It follows from II.2.9 (a) that !0 is equiv-
ariant, whence !k+1 is equivariant. To complete the argument, we must
prove that \&2(!k+1) vanishes when any of the first k arguments are in
B. It suffices to show that this holds for 2(!0) since it holds for \&2(!k)
by assumption. This fact is exactly the content of Lemma II.4.8 since
!0 # Nn&1k .
The lemma now follows by choosing !n for !. K
Lemma II.4.10. Suppose \ # CnG(A, M), n1, and \ and 2(\) vanish
when any of their arguments is in B. Then \ # CnG(A, B; M).
Proof. Property (iv) of Definition II.4.1 is one of the assumptions about
\. (i)(iii) are proven in the same way; the proof of (i) is given. Suppose
B # B and A1 , . . ., An # A. Then
0=(2(\))(B, A1 , ..., An)
=B\(A1 , ..., An)&\(BA1 , A2 , ..., An)
+ :
n&1
i=1
(&1) i+1 \(B, A1 , ..., AiAi+1, ..., An)
+(&1)n \(B, A1 , ..., An&1) An
=B\(A1 , ..., An)&\(BA1 , A2 , ..., An).
Thus B\(A1 , . . ., An)=\(BA1 , A2 , . . ., An), which proves (i). (ii) follows
from the equality 0=(2(\))(A1 , . . ., An B). (iii) follows from 0=
(2\)(A1 , . . ., Ak , B, Ak+1 , . . ., An). K
The preparations for the proof of Proposition II.4.4 are complete; the
proof follows.
Proof. (Proposition II.4.4). Note that if (a) is satisfied, then Mni is a
Banach G-A-module, and if (b) is satisfied, then Mni is a dual G-A-module
(by Lemma II.4.6). Thus Lemma II.4.9 applies in cases (a) and (b).
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Define 9: CnG(A, B; M)  C
n
G(A, M) to be the inclusion map. 9 induces
a map of cohomology groups (also called 9). We shall prove that this map
is an isomorphism.
H 0G(A, M )
=[m # M | Am=mA for all A in A, and ;g(m)=m for all g in G]
=H 0G(A, B; M ),
which proves the proposition for n=0.
Suppose \ # Z1G(A, M). Then \ restricted to B is an equivariant deriva-
tion into M. By assumption on B, there is an m in MG such that
2(m)=\B(=\ restricted to B). Then (\&2(m))(B)=0 for all B # B. By
Lemma II.4.10, \&2(m) # Z1(A, B; M). This shows that the cohomology
class in H1G(A, M) represented by \, which is the same as the one repre-
sented by \&2(m), is in the image of 9, since \&2(m) is a relative equiv-
ariant derivation. Thus 9 is surjective. Suppose ! in Z1G(A, B; M) is
mapped to 0 in H1G(A, M). Then there is an m in M
G such that !=2(m).
Since !(B)=0 for all B in B, it follows that mB&Bm=0 for all B. Hence
m # C0G(A, B; M), the class of ! in H
1
G(A, B; M) is 0, and 9 is injective.
The proposition follows for n=1.
Next, the injectivity of 9 for n=2 will be proven. Suppose
\ # Z2G(A, B; M) and \=2(!) for some ! in C
1
G(A, M). Then
2(!)(B1 , B2)=0 for all B1 and B2 in B; thus ! restricted to B is an equiv-
ariant derivation. From our assumptions on B, there is an m in MG, such
that ! restricted to B is equal to 2(m), that is !&2(m) vanishes on B.
Since \=2(!&2(m)) vanishes if one of the arguments are in B, it follows
from Lemma II.4.10, that !&2(m) # C1G(A, B; M). Thus 9 is injective for
n=2.
We prove that 9 is injective when n>2. Suppose \ # ZnG(A, B; M) and
\=2(!) for some equivariant n&1 cochain ! in Cn&1G (A, M). Since 2(!)
vanishes when one of its arguments is in B, there is an n&2 cochain !0 ,
such that !&2(!0) vanishes when any of its arguments are in B, by
Lemma II.4.9. Since the same holds for 2(!&2(!0))(=\), it follows from
Lemma II.4.10, that !&2(!0) # Cn&1G (A, B; M). Hence 9 is injective.
Finally, the general case of surjectivity (n2) is proved. Suppose
\ # ZnG(A, M), then by Lemma II.4.9, there is a ! in C
n&1
G (A, M),
such that \&2(!) vanishes when any of its arguments is in B.
Since 2(\&2(!))=0, \&2(!) # CnG(A, B; M) by Lemma II.4.10. Since
9(\&2(!)) has the same cohomology class as \, 9 is onto. K
In a later chapter, another version of Proposition II.4.4 is needed, namely,
when A is unital and B is CI. Even though CI is G-contractible, and
G-amenable, Proposition II.4.4 tells us that HnG(A, CI; M)&H
n
G(A, M)
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only when G is discrete and M is a Banach G-A-module, or M is a dual
G-A-module. However, it is true for all groups and all unital Banach G-A-
modules, that HnG(A, CI; M)&H
n
G(A, M). The proof of this follows
[MSc], and consists, essentially, of proving another version of Lem-
ma II.4.9.
Lemma II.4.11. Suppose A is a (unital ) Banach algebra, G is a group
acting on A, and M is a unital Banach G-A-module. If \ # CnG(A, M), n1,
and 2\ vanishes when any of the arguments is in CI, then there is a ! in
Cn&1G (A, M) such that \&2(!) vanishes if any of the arguments is in CI.
Proof. The proof of this is similar to the proof of II.4.9, but much less
complicated. We describe the idea. Suppose \ # CnG(A, M), and 2(\)
vanishes when any of its arguments are in CI. Define !1 by
!1(A1 , . . ., An&1)=\(I, A1 , . . ., An&1). Then !1 # Cn&1G (A, M). Using that
the module is unital, we have that (\&2(!1))(I, A1 , . . ., An)=0. Thus, by
multilinearity, \&2(!1) vanishes, when the first argument is in CI. Sup-
pose there is a !k in Cn&1G (A, M) such that \&2(!k) vanishes when any
of the k first arguments are in CI. Let !0(A1 , . . ., An&1) be
(\&2(!k))(A1 , . . ., ak , I, Ak+1 , . . ., An&1), and $ be \&2(!k). Then
$(A1 , ..., Ak , I, Ak+1 , ..., An&1)
=(&1)k 2(!0)(A1 , ..., Ak , I, Ak+1 , ..., An&1).
and $&2((&1)k !0) vanishes when the k+1st argument is in CI. Further-
more, $ vanishes when any of its first k arguments are in CI. Moreover,
2(!0) vanishes if any of its first k arguments are in CI, since $ vanishes
when any of its first k arguments are in CI. Thus, with !k+1=
!k+(&1)k !0 , \&2(!k+1) vanishes when any of the first k+1 arguments
are in CI. K
Proposition II.4.12. Suppose A is a (unital ) Banach algebra and G is a
group acting on A. Then for any unital Banach or dual G-A-module M,
HnG(A, M)&H
n
G(A, CI; M).
Proof. The case where M is a dual module is a special case of II.4.4.
The proof of the first part is the same as the proof of II.4.4, with every
reference to II.4.9 replaced by a reference to II.4.11. K
II.5. Examples
The first example is purely algebraic. It illustrates the fact that the map
8 studied in section II.3 is not always injective.
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Definition II.5.1. Let ((eij) i, j # Z ) be an infinite set of matrix units.
Denote by _ the following subset
_=[eij | when i is even then j=i&1, i, or i+1,
and when i is odd then j=i ].
Let A be the linear space of all formal complex (infinite) linear combina-
tions of elements of _. We define addition and multiplication by scalars
entry-by-entry. We define multiplication by using the usual matrix multi-
plication. Note that the matrices in A are row and column finite, so that
the sum corresponding to each entry of the product is finite.
Lemma II.5.2. A is an (associative) algebra.
Proof. Suppose eij and ejk are in _. If i=j, then eijejk # A. If i{j, then
j is odd, whence j=k and eijejk=eij # A. It follows that the product of two
elements of A is in A. K
Remark II.5.3. It is useful to think of the algebra A as the doubly
infinite matrices of the form given below, where V indicates that a non-zero
complex number may appear at that entry.
. . . b b
} } } V V 0 0 } } }
} } } 0 V 0 0 } } }
} } } 0 V V V 0 0 } } }
} } } 0 0 0 V 0 0 } } }
} } } 0 0 0 V V V 0 } } }
0 0 V 0 } } }
0 0 V V
b b . . .
The rows with three V s are even numbered and the columns with three
V s are odd numbered.
Lemma II.5.4. H1(A, A)=0.
Proof. Suppose $ # Z1(A, A). Then there are complex numbers
[a2i, 2i\1]i # Z and [b2i, 2i\1]i # Z such that
(1) $(e2i, 2i)=a2i, 2i&1e2i, 2i&1+a2i, 2i+1e2i, 2i+1;
(2) $(e2i+1, 2i+1)=&a2i, 2i+1e2i, 2i+1&a2i+2, 2i+1 e2i+2, 2i+1;
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(3) $(e2i, 2i&1)=b2i, 2i&1e2i, 2i&1 ;
(4) $(e2i, 2i+1)=b2i, 2i+1e2i, 2i+1 .
Suppose i # Z and $(e2i, 2i)=j, k # Z cj, k ej, k # A. Then, since $ is a
derivation, we have that
:
j, k # Z
cj, k ej, k=$((e2i, 2i)(e2i, 2i))=e2i, 2i $(e2i, 2i)+$(e2i, 2i) e2i, 2i
=c2i, 2i&1e2i, 2i&1+c2i, 2i e2i, 2i+c2i, 2i+1e2i, 2i+1+c2i, 2i e2i, 2i ,
so e2i, 2i (j, k # Z cj, k ej, k) e2i, 2i=c2i, 2i e2i, 2i=2c2i, 2i e2i, 2i and c2i, 2i=0. Let
a2i, 2i&1 be c2i, 2i&1 and let a2i, 2i+1 be c2i, 2i+1 (1) follows for all i in Z.
Suppose i # Z and $(e2i+1, 2i+1)=j, k # Z dj, kej, k # A. Then
:
j, k # Z
dj, kej, k=e2i+1, 2i+1 $(e2i+1, 2i+1)+$(e2i+1, 2i+1) e2i+1, 2i+1
=d2i+1, 2i+1 e2i+1, 2i+1+d2i, 2i+1e2i, 2i+1
+d2i+1, 2i+1e2i+1, 2i+1+d2i+2, 2i+1e2i+2, 2i+1.
Hence, left and right multiplying by e2i+1, 2i+1, we have that $(e2i+1, 2i+1)
=d2i, 2i+1 e2i, 2i+1+d2i+2, 2i+1e2i+2, 2i+1. Moreover,
0=$(e2i, 2i e2i+1, 2i+1)=e2i, 2i $(e2i+1, 2i+1)+$(e2i, 2i) e2i+1, 2i+1
=e2i, 2i (d2i, 2i+1e2i, 2i+1+d2i+2, 2i+1 e2i+2, 2i+1)
+(a2i, 2i&1 e2i, 2i&1+a2i, 2i+1 e2i, 2i+1) e2i+1, 2i+1
=d2i, 2i+1e2i, 2i+1+a2i, 2i+1e2i, 2i+1 .
Thus d2i, 2i+1= &a2i, 2i+1 . Similarly, using (1) for i+1, we have that
0=$(e2i+2, 2i+2e2i+1, 2i+1)
=e2i+2, 2i+2 $(e2i+1, 2i+1)+$(e2i+2, 2i+2) e2i+1, 2i+2
=e2i+2, 2i+2(&a2i, 2i+1 e2i, 2i+1+d2i+2, 2i+1e2i+2, 2i+1)
+(a2i+2, 2i+1 e2i+2, 2i+1+a2i+2, 2i+3e2i+2, 2i+3) e2i+1, 2i+1
=d2i+2, 2i+1 e2i+2, 2i+1+a2i+2, 2i+1e2i+2, 2i+1.
Hence d2i+2, 2i+1=&a2i+2, 2i+1. This completes the proof of (2) (for all i
in Z).
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Suppose i # Z and $(e2i, 2i&1)=j, k # Z fj, kej, k # A. Then e2i, 2i&1e2i&1, 2i&1
=e2i, 2i&1 and e2i, 2i e2i, 2i&1=e2i, 2i&1. Using this, (1), (2), and the deriva-
tion property of $, we have that
:
j, k # Z
fj, k ej, k=$(e2i, 2i&1)=e2i, 2i&1 $(e2i&1, 2i&1)+$(e2i, 2i&1) e2i&1, 2i&1
=e2i, 2i&1(&a2i&2, 2i&1 e2i&2, 2i&1&a2i, 2i&1 e2i, 2i&1)
+\ :j, k # Z fj, kej, k+ e2i&1, 2i&1
=0+f2i&2, 2i&1 e2i&2, 2i&1+f2i, 2i&1e2i, 2i&1
+f2i&1, 2i&1e2i&1, 2i&1 ,
:
j, k # Z
fj, k ej, k=e2i, 2i $(e2i, 2i&1)+$(e2i, 2i) e2i, 2i&1
=e2i, 2i \ :j, k # Z fj, kej, k+
+(a2i, 2i&1e2i, 2i&1+a2i, 2i+1e2i, 2i+1) e2i, 2i&1
=f2i, 2i&1e2i, 2i&1+f2i, 2ie2i, 2i+f2i, 2i+1e2i, 2i+1+0.
Hence 0=f2i&2, 2i&1=f2i, 2i=f2i, 2i+1=f2i&1, 2i&1 . Let b2i, 2i&1 be f2i, 2i&1 .
(3) follows.
Suppose i # Z and $(e2i, 2i+1)=j, k # Z gj, k ej, k # A. Then, as before,
:
j, k # Z
gj, k ej, k=$(e2i, 2i+1)=$(e2i, 2i e2i, 2i+1)
=e2i, 2i $(e2i, 2i+1)+$(e2i, 2i) e2i, 2i+1
=e2i, 2i \ :j, k # Z gj, k ej, k+
+(a2i, 2i&1e2i, 2i&1+a2i, 2i+1 e2i, 2i+1) e2i, 2i+1
=g2i, 2i&1 e2i, 2i&1+g2i, 2i e2i, 2i+g2i, 2i+1e2i, 2i+1+0,
:
j, k # Z
gj, k ej, k=$(e2i, 2i+1)=e2i, 2i+1 $(e2i+1, 2i+1)+$(e2i, 2i+1) e2i+1, 2i+1
=e2i, 2i+1(&a2i, 2i+1e2i, 2i+1&a2i+2, 2i+1 e2i+2, 2i+1)
+\ :j, k # Z gj, kej, k + e2i+1, 2i+1
=0+g2i, 2i+1 e2i, 2i+1+g2i+2, 2i+1e2i+2, 2i+1
+g2i+1, 2i+122i+1, 2i+1 .
Hence 0=g2i, 2i&1=g2i, 2i=g2i+2, 2i+1=g2i+1, 2i+1 . Let b2i, 2i+1 be g2i, 2i+1 ,
and (4) follows.
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Let B in A be the element i # Z (a2i, 2i&1e2i, 2i&1+a2i, 2i+1e2i, 2i+1)
+i # Z ci eii , where
c0=0
c2i+1=c2i+b2i, 2i+1 for i0,
c2i=c2i&1&b2i, 2i&1 for i1,
c2i+1=c2i+2+b2i+2, 2i+1 for i&1
c2i=c2i+1&b2i, 2i+1 for i&1.
Then $=2(B). We prove this on the generators. Suppose i # Z. Then
(2B)(e2i, 2i)=e2i, 2iB&Be2i, 2i
=(a2i, 2i&1 e2i, 2i&1+a2i, 2i+1 e2i, 2i+1+c2i e2i, 2i)&(c2i e2i, 2i)
=$(e2i, 2i),
(2B)(e2i+1, 2i+1)=(c2i+1 e2i+1, 2i+1)&(a2i+1, 2i+1e2i+2, 2i+1
+a2i, 2i+1e2i, 2i+1+c2i+1e2i+1, 2i+1)
=$(e2i+1, 2i+1),
(2B)(e2i, 2i&1)=(c2i&1e2i, 2i&1)&(c2i e2i, 2i&1)
=(c2i&1&c2i) e2i, 2i&1.
We prove that this last is equal to $(e2i, 2i&1).
If i=0, then c2i&1&c2i=c&1&c0=(c0+b0, &1)&c0=b0, &1 .
If i>0, then c2i&1&c2i=c2i&1&(c2i&1&b2i, 2i&1)=b2i, 2i&1.
If i<0, then c2i&1&c2i=(c2i+b2i, 2i&1)&c2i=b2i, 2i&1 .
Thus $(e2i, 2i&1)=(2B)(e2i, 2i&1). Finally,
(2B)(e2i, 2i+1)=(c2i+1e2i, 2i+1)&(c2i e2i, 2i+1)=(c2i+1&c2i) e2i, 2i+1.
We prove that this is equal to $(e2i, 2i+1).
If i=0, then c2i+1&c2i=c1&c0=(c0+b0, 1)&c0=b0, 1 .
If i>0, then c2i+1&c2i=(c2i+b2i, 2i+1)&c2i=b2i, 2i+1 .
If i<0, then c2i+1&c2i=c2i+1&(c2i+1&b2i, 2i+1)=b2i, 2i+1.
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Hence $(e2i, 2i+1)=(2(B)(e2i, 2i+1), which completes the proof of the
lemma. K
Define an automorphism : of A by
: \ :i, j # Z aij eij += :i, j # Z aijei+2, j+2 .
In the picture of A as matrices, : corresponds to shifting two down along
the main diagonal. It is clear that : maps A into itself. That : is an
automorphism can be proven by direct computation with the formal sums.
Define an action of Z on A by :n=:n for all n in Z. This action of Z on
A satisfies I.1.1.
Proposition II.5.5. H1Z(A, A)&C.
Proof. Suppose $ # Z1Z(A, A). Since $ is equivariant, we have that
$(e2i, 2i)=$(:i (e0, 0))=:i ($(e0, 0))=:i (a0, &1e0, &1+a0, 1e0, 1)
=a0, &1e2i, 2i&1+a0, 1 e2i, 2i+1 .
This shows that a2i, 2i&1=a0, &1 and a2i, 2i+1=a0, 1 (where ai, j are the num-
bers associated with the derivations in the proof of II.5.4). It follows,
similarly, that b2i, 2i&1=b0, &1 and b2i, 2i+1=b0, 1 . The map
(a0, &1 , a0, 1 , b0, &1 , b0, 1)  :
i # Z
(a0, &1e2i, 2i&1+a0, 1e2i, 2i+1)
+ :
i # Z
ciei, i (=B)
is linear from C4  A, where
c0=0
c2i+1=(i+1) b0, 1&ib0, &1 (i # Z)
c2i=ib0, 1&ib0, &1 (i # Z).
(The ci's are computed from the formulas in the proof of II.5.4, using
that b2i, 2i+1=b0, 1 and b2i, 2i&1=b0, &1 .) The map T  $T , where
$T (A)=AT&TA, from A into B1(A, A) is linear. Since the composition of
the two linear maps is onto Z1Z(A, A), we have that Z
1
Z(A, A) is at most
four dimensional.
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The 0-dimensional equivariant cochain group C0Z(A, A)=A
Z is generated
by the four elements
A1= :
k # Z
e2k, 2k , A2= :
k # Z
e2k, 2k&1 ,
A3= :
k # Z
e2k, 2k+1 , A4= :
k # Z
e2k+1, 2k+1.
Let I be i # Z ei, i , then I is the unit for A. Hence 2(I )=0. Since
A1+A4=I we have that 2(A1)=&2(A4). Thus B1Z(A, A) is at most three
dimensional.
Note that
2(A1)(e0, 1)=&e0, 1 and 2(A1)(e0, &1)=&e0, &1 ,
2(A2)(e0, 1)=0 and 2(A2)(e0, &1)=0,
2(A3)(e0, 1)=0 and 2(A3)(e0, &1)=0, (V)
2(A2)(e0, 0)=e0, &1 ,
2(A3)(e0, 0)=e0, &1 .
This shows that 2(A1), 2(A2), and 2(A3) are linearly independent, and
B1Z(A, A), is three dimensional.
Let A in A be the element k # Z (&k)(e2k, 2k+e2k+1, 2k+1). Then
2(A) # Z1(A, A). Moreover,
(2A)(e2i, 2i)=(&i) e2i, 2i&(&i) e2i, 2i=0,
(2A)(e2i+1, 2i+1)=(&i) e2i+1, 2i+1&(&i) e2i+1, 2i+1=0,
(2A)(e2i, 2i+1)=(&i) e2i, 2i+1&(&i) e2i, 2i+1=0,
(2A)(e2i, 2i&1)=(&(i&1)) e2i, 2i&1&(&i) e2i, 2i&1=e2i, 2i&1.
Hence (2A)(:i (ej, k))=:i ((2A)(ej, k)) for all ej, k in _. Thus 2(A) is an
equivariant derivation, that is, 2(A) # Z1Z(A, A). From the preceding
(2A)(e0, 1)=0 and (2A)(e0, &1)=e0, &1 . We have from (V) that all equiv-
ariantly inner derivations map e0, &1 and e0, 1 to the same multiple of itself.
Thus 2A  B1Z(A, A), and the proposition follows. K
Remark II.5.6. Note that the center of A is CI. If it were possible to
norm A as a Banach algebra, then the map 8 from H1Z(A, A) into
H1(A, A) (continuous cohomology groups) would be injective, by Lem-
ma II.1.2. Thus A cannot be given the structure of a Banach algebra and
does not serve, in this way, as a basis for the conjecture in II.3.3.
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We consider a two-dimensional Banach algebra. Let A be the unital
Banach algebra generated by two elements I and A, where I is the unit and
A is nilpotent of order 2. Then A can be realized as a subalgebra of
M2(C), namely with I=( 0 10 1) and A=(
0 1
0 0).
By II.4.12, HnG(A, A)&H
n
G(A, CI; A) for each group G acting on A.
We compute the relative cohomology groups.
Lemma II.5.7.
Cn(A, CI; A)=[a!n1+b!
n
2 : a, b # C]
where !ni : A_ } } } _A  A for i=1, 2 are defined by !
n
i (B1 , . . ., Bn)=0 if
any of B1 , . . ., Bn are in CI,
!n1(A, ..., A)=I,
!n2(A, ..., A)=A,
and both are extended to be multilinear.
Proof. This is immediate, recalling that relative cochains must satisfy
(iv) of Definition II.4.1. K
The proof of the following lemma consists of computing the coboundary
of the cochains in Lemma II.5.7.
Lemma II.5.8.
(1) Zn(A, CI; A)={[a!
n
1+b!
n
2 : a, b # C],
[a!n2 : a # C],
when n is even;
when n is odd.
(2) Bn(A, CI; A)={[a!
n
2 : b # C],
0,
when n is even and n2;
when n is odd, and when n=0.
Proof. The proof consists of computing the coboundary of the two
n-cochains, !n1 and !
n
2 . Since the relative cochains are determined by their
value at (A, . . ., A), it suffices to compute the value of the coboundary of
the cochains at (A, . . ., A).
(2!n1)(A, ..., A)=A!
n
1(A, ..., A)+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i !n1(A, ..., AA, ..., A)
+(&1)n+1 !n1(A, ..., A) A
=AI+(&1)n+1 IA
={0,2A,
when n is even;
when n is odd.
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This proves that
2!n1={0,2!n+12 ,
when n is even;
when n is odd.
Thus !n1 is a cocycle when n is even, and !
n
2 is a coboundary (the coboun-
dary of 12!
n&1
1 ) when n is even (that is, when n&1 is odd). However, the
last assertion holds only when n2, since there is no (&1)-cochains.
Furthermore,
(2!n2)(A, ..., A)=A!
n
2(A, ..., A)+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i !n2(A, ..., AA, ..., A)
+(&1)n+1 !n2(A, ..., A) A
=AA+(&1)n+1 AA=0,
whence 2!n2=0 for all n. Thus !
n
2 is a cocycle for all n. K
Corollary II.5.9.
Hn(A, A)&Hn(A, CI; A)&{C
2,
C,
when n=0.
when n1;
Moreover, when n is even, the cohomology group is generated by !n1 (and
!01 , !
0
2 when n=0) and when n is odd, it is generated by !
n
2 .
Proof. The first isomorphism follows from II.4.12. The second
isomorphism and the last assertion follow from II.5.8. K
Definition II.5.10. Suppose % is a complex number of modulus 1, then
an automorphism :% is defined on A by
:% (I )=I and :% (A)=%A,
and extended to all of A by linearity. :% is easily seen to be an
automorphism, either by a direct computation or by noting that in the
realization of A as an subalgebra of M2(C), :% is conjugation by the
unitary element ( 10
0
% ), where % is the complex conjugate of %.
Definition II.5.11. (1) Define an action of Zp (the cyclic group of
order p) on A, for p in N, by
:i=:i%p (i # Zp),
where %p is a primitive p th root of unity.
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(2) Define an action of Z on A by
:j=: j% ( j # Z),
where % is not a root of unity.
These actions are easily seen to be actions on A in the sense of I.2.2.
Proposition II.5.12.
(a) H nZ2(A, A)&H
n
Z2
(A, CI; A)&C for all n0.
(b) H nZp(A, A)&H
n
Zp
(A, CI; A)
C, when n=0 (mod p) and n is even;
&{C, when n=1 (mod p) and n is odd;0, otherwise.
C, when n=0;
(c) H nZ(A, A)&H
n
Z(A, CI; A)&{C, when n=1;0, when n2.
Proof. The first isomorphism in each case follows from II.4.12. The proof
of the second isomorphism consists in every case of finding the equivariant
cochains and comparing with Lemma II.5.8. To prove equivariance of a
cochain !ni , it suffices to prove that !
n
i ``commutes'' with :1 , since, in each
case, the group is cyclic and 1 is a generator. Moreover, it suffices to prove
equivariance at the point (A, . . ., A). Let * be either %p for some p or %, then
!n1(:1(A), ..., :1(A))=!
n
1(*A, ..., *A)=*
n!n1(A, ..., A)=*
nI,
and
!n2(:1(A), ..., :1(A))=!
n
2(*A, ..., *A)=*
n!n2(A, ..., A)=*
nA.
Furthermore, :1(!n1(A, . . ., A))=I, which shows that !
n
1 is equivariant if and
only if *n=1. Similarly :1(!n2(A, . . ., A))=:1(A)=*A, whence !
n
2 is equiv-
ariant if and only if *n&1=1. Thus the following assertion is proven.
Assertion.
[a!n1 : a # C], when n=0 (mod p);
C nZp(A, CI; A)={[a!n2 : a # C], when n=1 (mod p);0, otherwise.
[a!01 : a # C], when n=0;
C nZ(A, CI; A)={[a!12 : a # C], when n=1;0, when n2.
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Comparing the Assertion and Lemma II.5.8 it follows that
ZnZ2(A, CI; A)=C
n
Z2
(A, CI; A) & Zn(A, CI; A)
={[a!
n
1 : a # C], when n is even;
[a!n2 : a # C], when n is odd.
Moreover, since CnZ2(A, CI; A) & B
n(A, CI; A)=0 it follows that
BnZ2(A, CI; A)=0. (a) follows. Similarly
[a!n1 : a # C], when n=0 (mod p) and n is even;
ZnZp(A, CI; A)={[a!n2 : a # C], when n=1 (mod p);0, otherwise.
Furthermore,
C nZp(A, CI; A) & B
n(A, CI; A)
={[a!
n
2 : a # C],
0,
when n=1 (mod p), and n is even;
otherwise.
When n=rp and n is odd, !n1 is equivariant and has coboundary 2!
n+1
2 .
Thus BnZp(A, CI, A)=C
n
Zp
(A, CI; A) & Bn(A, CI; A) for all n. (b) follows
from these assertions.
Finally, ZnZ(A, CI; A)=C
n
Z(A, CI; A) and the coboundary group is
always zero. Both assertions follow from comparing the Assertion with Lem-
ma II.5.8. (c) follows. K
Remark II.5.13. The above example illustrates the difference between
ordinary and equivariant cohomology. In all cases, the cocycle and coboun-
dary groups are changed, but with the Z2 action the equivariant cohomology
groups are the same as the ordinary cohomology groups when n1. (b) and
(c) show that introducing an action can change the cohomology drastically;
they also show that we cannot expect to extend the result in Lemma II.3.6
beyond inner actions.
One should also note that the cohomology groups in case (b) are nonzero
in pairs; that is, when a cohomology group is nonzero, then the succeding
(or the preceding) group is nonzero. This is also the case in (a), where the
pairs cover everything, and in (c) where there is only 1 pair.
III. Cohomologically Trivial Algebras
In this chapter, we consider three classes of cohomologically trivial
algebrasclasses of algebras such that H1G(A, M)=0 for a specified class of
equivariant modules M.
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In the first section, we discuss contractible and G-contractible algebras,
that is, algebras A such that H1(A, M)=0, respectively, H1G(A, M)=0 for
all Banach, respectively, Banach equivariant modules M. We prove the
(surprising) result that if A is G-contractible for some group G, then A is
contractible. It is also proven, in this section, that a finite-dimensional
C*-algebra is G-contractible for each group G acting on A.
In Section 2, we consider amenable and G-amenable Banach algebras, that
is, algebras where the first cohomology groups, with coefficients in any dual,
respectively, dual equivariant module, vanish. We prove a result analogous
to the one just noted, namely, if A is G-amenable for a discrete group G,
then A is amenable. At the end of this section, ``product'' actions on UHF
C*-algebras are considered.
G-amenable von Neumann algebras are studied in section 3. A result
analogous to those in Sections 1 and 2 are proven when the von Neumann
algebra is a type II1-factor.
III.1. Contractible Algebras
Suppose A is contractible, or equivalently, G-contractible, where G is
the one-element group. Since the one-element group is discrete, and A
is contractible, it follows from Corollary II.2.8, that Hn(A, M)&
H1(A, Cn&1(A, M))=0. Thus, for any Banach A-module M, Hn(A, M)=0.
In fact, we have, for each discrete group G, that if A is G-contractible, then
HnG(A, M)=0 for all n and all Banach G-A-modules M. However, if G is
not discrete, Cp(A, M) is not, in general, a Banach G-A-module, and we
cannot conclude that HnG(A, M)=0 for n2 just from the fact that A is
G-contractible; not all properties of contractible algebras carry, trivially, over
to G-contractible algebras.
The next lemma is a corollary of Proposition II.3.2.
Lemma III.1.1. If A is a contractible Banach algebra and G is a compact
group acting on A, then A is G-contractible. Moreover, HnG(A, M)=0 for all
n1, and all Banach G-A-modules M
Proof. By the remarks preceding the lemma, it follows that Hn(A, M)=0
for all n1 and all Banach A-modules M. By Proposition II.3.2 (a), the
map 8: HnG(A, M)  H
n(A, M) is injective, and thus HnG(A, M)=0 for all n
and all Banach G-A-modules M. In particular, H1G(A, M)=0, whence A is
G-contractible. K
The map + defined in the following lemma will be used extensively in this
and the following section. The lemma is immediate from the properties of the
projective tensor product.
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Lemma III.1.2. There is a unique bounded linear map +: A  A  A such
that +(AB)=AB for all A, B in A. + is called the ``multiplication map.''
If T: M  N is a bounded linear map between two Banach spaces M and
N, then T* is the bounded linear map from N* into M* defined by
(T*,, m)=(,, Tm) for , in N* and m in M.
Lemma III.1.3. Let A be a Banach algebra and let +: A  A  A be the
multiplication map. Regard A as a Banach A-module with the usual actions,
and regard A  A as a Banach A-module with the actions described in
I.2.6 (a). Then +, +*, and +** are A-module maps, where, of course,
A*, (A  A)* (and their duals) have the dual (and bidual) module actions.
Suppose : is an action of a group G on A. Provide A  A with the action
; of G described in I.2.6 (a). Then +, +*, and +** are equivariant, where
A*, (A  A)* (and their duals) have the dual (and bidual) actions of G as
described in I.3.6.
Proof. The proof of this is straightforward. K
In the following theorem, we describe conditions on a Banach algebra,
equivalent to contractability. Note, however, that the theorem is proven only
for unital Banach algebras. The theorem is known both in the algebraic
case and for Banach algebras, and is stated in [AHe1]. In some texts, con-
tractible is called ``biprojective.'' A contractible algebra corresponds to the
algebraic notion of a ``separable'' algebra.
Theorem III.1.4. If A is a unital Banach algebra (with unit I), then the
following are equivalent.
(a) A is contractible.
(b) There is a bounded A-module map !: A  A  A, such that + b ! is
the identity map on A, where + is the multiplication map.
(c) There is an element E in A  A, such that +(E)=I and EA=AE
for all A in A.
The proof of this theorem uses the following lemma, which is also needed
in section III.2. Although the lemma is stated for the equivariant cohomol-
ogy, it follows for standard cohomology by letting G be the one-element
group.
Lemma 1.5. Suppose A is a unital Banach algebra, G is a group acting on
A, and M is a Banach (respectively, dual) G-A-module. Then M =IMI is a
Banach (respectively, dual) G-A-module and H1G(A, M)&H
1
G(A, M ), where I
is the unit of A.
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Proof. Define maps @, L, R: M  M by @(m)=m, L(m)=Im, and
R(m)=mI. All three maps are bounded linear A-module maps. Since
:g(I)=I for all g, it follows that L and R are equivariant, as is @. Moreover,
if M is a dual module, then all three maps are weak*- weak* continuous.
We have that IMI=ker(@&L) & ker (@&R). Since both @&L and @&R
are continuous equivariant A-module maps, IMI is a norm-closed invariant
G-A-submodule. Hence, by I.2.6 (b), IMI is a Banach G-A-module, when M
is. Moreover, if M is a dual G-A-module, @&L and @&R are weak* con-
tinuous, thus IMI is weak* closed. Hence, by I.3.8 (c), IMI is a dual G-A-
module.
Define }: C1G(A, M)  C
1
G(A, M ) by }(\)(A)=L(R(\(A)))=I\(A)I.
Then }(\) # C1G(A, M ). Moreover, } induces a map }: H
1
G(A, M) 
H1G(A, M ) defined by }(\+B
1
G(A, M))=}(\)+B
1
G(A, M ). This last follows
by a direct computation.
Let *: C1G(A, M )  C
1
G(A, M) be the inclusion map (IMIM). Then *
induces a map *: H1G(A, M )  H
1
G(A, M) defined by *([\])=[*(\)].
To prove the lemma, we shall prove that } b * and * b } are both the iden-
tity map on H1G . Suppose \ # Z
1
G(A, M ), then ((} b *)(\))(A)=I*(\)(A)I=
I\(A)I=\(A), since \(A) # M . Thus } b * is the identity on C1G(A, M ).
Hence } b * is the identity on H1G(A, M ). That * b } is the identity on
H1G(A, M) follows from:
Assertion. Suppose \ # Z1G(A, M). Then there is an m in M
G, such that
\&* b }(\)=2(m).
Define m to be \(I )&2\(I)I, then
;g(m)=;g(\(I )&2\(I ) I)=\(:g(I ))&2;g(\(I )) :g(I )
=\(I )&2\(:g(I )) I=m,
where the action of G on M is denoted by ;. Hence m # MG. Since
I\(I )I=I\(I } I )I=I\(I)I+I\(I )I, I\(I)I=0 and A\(I)I=AI\(I )I=0.
Thus
(2m)(A)=A\(I)&\(I) A&2(A\(I ) I&\(I ) IA)=A\(I )+\(I) A
=\(AI)&\(IA) I+\(I ) A=\(A)&I\(A) I&\(I ) AI+\(I) A
=\(A)&I\(A) I=(\&* b }(\))(A). K
This proof has some resemblance to the proof of Lemma 3 in [RKa2],
and to the proof of the analogous result for the ordinary cohomology in
[BJo1] page 12. Moreover, it is similar to the proof of the analogous result
in ordinary algebraic Hochschild cohomology theory given in [GHo2]
Theorem 1.
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Proof. (Theorem III.1.4) (a) O (c): Define $: A  A  A by
$(A)=A(II )&(II ) A=AI&IA,
then $ is a bounded derivation. Furthermore, +($(A))=+(AI&IA)=0
for all A in A, whence Im $ker +. Since + is a continuous A-module map,
by III.1.3, it follows that ker + is a closed submodule of A  A. Thus ker +
is a Banach A-module. Since A is contractible, there is a K in ker + such that
$=2(K). Thus, for all A in A, A(II )&(II )A=$(A)=AK&KA. This
implies that (II&K)A=A(II&K). Let E be II&K (so EA=AE for
each A in A. Since +(E)=+(II )&+(K)=+(II )=I, (c) follows.
(c) O (a): Assume E in A  A satisfies (c). By Lemma III.1.5, it suffices
to prove that H1(A, M)=0 for all unital Banach A-modules M, since M is
unital. Suppose M is a unital Banach A-module and $: A  M is a bounded
derivation.
Define ?: A  A  M to be the unique bounded linear map such that
?(AB)=A$(B). Then
?(C(AB))=?((CA)B)=(CA) $(B)=C?(AB)
for all C in A and AB in A  A. By linearity and continuity of ? (and
of the left module actions on A  A and M), it follows that ?(Cz)=C?(z)
for all C in A and z in A  A.
Furthermore,
?((AB) C)=?(A(BC))=A $(BC)=A$(B) C+AB $(C)
=?(AB) C++(AB) $(C).
By linearity and continuity of ? and + (and the right module actions), this
implies that ?(zC)=?(z)C++(z)$(C) for all C in A and z in A  A.
Let m in M be ?(E). Then, from the foregoing,
Am&mA=A?(E)&?(E) A=?(AE)&(?(EA)&+(E) $(A))
=?(AE&EA)++(E) $(A)=I$(A)=$(A).
This shows that $ is an inner derivation, completing the proof that (c)O (a).
(b) O (c): Given !: A  A  A as in (b), define E in A  A by E=!(I ).
Then +(E)=+(!(I ))=I, and EA=!(I )A=!(IA)=!(AI)=A!(I )=AE.
Thus E has the properties required in (c).
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(c) O (b): Suppose E in A  A satisfies (c). Define !: A  A  A by
!(A)=EA. Then ! is bounded. Moreover, if A, B # A, then !(AB)=
E(AB)=(EA)B=!(a)B and !(BA)=E(BA)=(EB)A=(BE)A=B(EA)=
B!(A). Thus ! is an A-module map. Since (+ b !)(A)=+(EA)=+(E)A=A,
! has the properties described in (b). K
We prove, next, an equivariant version of Theorem III.1.4.
Theorem III.1.6. Let A be a unital Banach algebra (with unit I) and G
a group acting on A. The following are equivalent.
(a) A is G-contractible.
(b) There is a bounded equivariant A-module map !: A  A  A, such
that + b ! is the identity on A.
(c) There is an E in (A  A)G, such that +(E)=I and EA=AE for all
A in A.
Proof. The proof consists of adjustments to the proof of III.1.4. Recall,
from III.1.3, that + is equivariant. We keep the notation as in the proof of
III.1.4.
(a) O (c): Define $ as in the proof of (a) O (c) in III.1.4. Then $ is an
equivariant derivation. As in the proof of III.1.4, Im($) is contained in
ker(+). Since + is a continuous equivariant A-module map, ker(+) is a closed
invariant submodule of A  A. Thus ker + is a Banach G-A-module by
I.2.6 (b). By assumption, H1G(A, ker +)=0, so there is a K in
ker + & (A  A)G such that $=2(K). Define E in A  A to be II&K.
Then ;g(E)=E for all g in G, whence E # (A  A)G. That +(E)=I and
EA=AE for all A in A follows from III.1.4. Thus E satisfies (c).
(c) O (a): From Lemma III.1.5, it suffices to prove that H1G(A, M)=0
for all unital Banach G-A-modules, since M is a unital Banach G-A-module.
Let $ be an equivariant derivation of A into a unital Banach G-A-module
M. In the proof of III.1.4, m in M is determined such that $=2(m). We shall
prove that m # MG when $ is equivariant, which proves that H1G(A, M)=0.
Let ?: A  A  M be the map defined in the proof of III.1.4. Then, for
all A, B in A,
#g(?(AB))=#g(A$(B))=:g(A) #g($(B))=:g(A) $(:g(B))
=?(:g(A):g(B))=?(;g(AB)),
where # denotes the action of G on M. Since ?, ;g and #g are bounded, linear
maps it follows that ?(;g(z))=#g(?(z)) for all z in A  A, that is,
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? is equivariant. Thus #g(m)=#g(?(E))=?(;g(E))=?(E)=m for all g in G.
This shows that m # MG.
(b) O (c): Define E as in the proof of III.1.4. Since ! is assumed to be
equivariant, it follows that ;g(E)=;g(!(I ))=!(:g(I ))=!(I)=E. That
EA=AE and +(E)=I is proven as in III.1.4.
(c) O (b): We show that !, defined as in III.1.4, is equivariant. Suppose
A # A and g # G. Then !(:g(A))=E:g(A)=;g(E) :g(A)=;g(EA)=
;g(!(A)). K
Corollary III.1.7. Suppose A is a unital Banach algebra and G is a
group acting on A.
(i) If A is G-contractible, then A is contractible.
(ii) If the group G is compact, then A is contractible if and only if A
is G-contractible.
Proof. (i) follows immediately from Theorems III.1.4 and III.1.6, since
the existence of E satisfying (c) of III.1.6 implies that the same E satisfies (c)
of III.1.4. One implication of (ii) is just (i); the other implication is
Corollary III.1.1. K
In the following, we prove that each finite-dimensional C*-algebra A is G-
contractible for each group G acting on A. The proof relies on the following
known consequence of the uniqueness of the Haar measure on a compact
group. This amounts to saying that continuous automorphisms preserves
Haar measure.
Lemma III.1.8. Suppose H is a compact group, and : is a continuous
automorphism of H. Let dh be Haar measure on H. Then for all f in C(H)
|
H
f (h) dh=|
H
f (:(h)) dh.
Proposition III.1.9. Suppose A is a finite-dimensional C*-algebra, : is an
action of a group G on A, and (A, :, M, ;) is a Banach or dual equivariant
module. Then H1G(A, M)=0. A is both G-contractible and G-amenable.
Moreover, if \ # Z1G(A, M), there is an m in C
0
G(A, M)(=M
G) such that
2(m)=\ and &m&(1+2K+K3)&\&, where K is the maximum of the norms
of the left and right module actions on M.
Proof. We use the averaging process of [K-R1] and [K-R2] to get this
resultin particular, as it is carried out in the proof of Theorem 3.3 in
[K-R2].
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First, the proposition is proven when M is a unital module; then the
method of III.1.5 is applied to get the full result. Assume, for the moment,
that \: A  M is a bounded equivariant derivation into a unital Banach or
dual equivariant module M. Denote by U the unitary group of A, then U
is a compact group.
Define ,: U  M by ,(U)=U*\(U). Then , is a continuous map. Let m
in M be U ,(U) dU, where dU denotes the Haar measure on U. Then
&m&K&\&. Moreover, since :g is a continuous automorphism of U, it
follows from III.1.8 that
;g(m)=;g \|U ,(U ) du+=|U ;g(U*\(U)) dU
=|
U
:g(U)* \(:g(U)) dU
=|
U
,(:g(U )) dU=|
U
,(U) dU=m,
which shows that m # MG. With V in U, by right invariance of dU, we have
that
(2m)(V)=Vm&mV=V \|U U*\(U) dU+&\|U U*\(U) dU+ V
=|
U
(UV*)* \(U ) dU&|
U
U*\(U ) V dU
=|
U
(U)* \(UV) dU&|
U
U*\(U) V dU
=|
U
(U)* (\(U) V+U\(V)&\(U ) V) dU
=|
U
U*U\(V) dU=\(V),
where we use that M is unital for the last equality. Since A is the linear span
of U and \&2(m) is linear, it follows that \=2(m). This completes the
proof when M is unital. Note that &m&K&\& in this case.
We continue with the general case. Suppose \: A  M is a bounded equiv-
ariant derivation into a Banach or dual equivariant module M. Using the
notation of III.1.5, we have that M =IMI and }(\): A  M is the map
defined by }(\)(A)=I\(A)I. Then &}(\)(A)&=&I\(A)I&K2 &\& &A&,
whence }(\) is a bounded equivariant derivation (from the proof of III.1.5)
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with norm at most K2 &\&. Moreover, since the module M is unital, there is
(by the first part of this proof ) an m~ in M G such that }(\)=2(m~ ) and
&m~ &K &}(\)&K3 &\&. Finally, by the Assertion in the proof of III.1.5,
there is an m$ in MG, such that \&}(\)=2(m$), and &m$&=
&\(I )&2\(I)I&(1+2K) &\&.
Define m to be m~ +m$, then m # MG, \=2(m), and &m&
(1+2K+K3) &\&. K
The proof of III.1.9 uses, in an essential way, that each :g is a
*-automorphism. However, as noted in section I.2, all isometric isomor-
phisms of unital C*-algebras are adjoint preserving, so all actions on A are
by *-automorphisms.
Remark III.1.10. Suppose the module M is unital (from the left). Then
the averaging method from [K-R2], can be used to prove that
HnG(A, M)=0 for all n1. However, as the next corollary shows, this is true
without assuming that M is unital. In [K-R1] and [K-R2] all modules are
assumed to be unital.
Corollary III.1.11. Suppose A is a finite-dimensional C*-algebra, : is
an action of a group G on A, and (A, :, M, ;) is a Banach or dual equivariant
module. Then HnG(A, M)=0 for all n1.
Proof. The case n=1 is proven in III.l.9. When M is a dual equivariant
module the result follows from III.1.9 and II.2.8 (with p=n&1 and n=1).
By Remark II.2.7, HnG(A, M) & H
1
G(A, C
n&1(A, M)), even when
Cn&1(A, M) is not a Banach or equivariant module. The only property of
I.2.3 that Cn&1(A, M) does not necesarily possess is the continuity of the
action. However, the proof of III.1.9 does not refer to the continuity of the
action of G on M, so that H1G(A, C
n&1(A, M))=0. Thus HnG(A, M)=0 K
Corollary III.1.12. Let A be a C*-algebra and G a group acting on A.
Then A is contractible if and only if A is G-contractible.
Proof. By [AHe2] Corollary on page 212, a C*-algebra is contractible
if and only if it is finite dimensional. Thus, by III.l.9, a contractible C*-
algebra is G-contractible for every group G. The converse follows from
Corollary III.1.7 (i). K
III.2. Amenable Banach Algebras
In this section, amenable and G-amenable algebras are considered. Note
that, by II.2.8, if A is G-amenable, then HnG(A, M)=0 for all dual G-A-
modules M. That is, in case of amenability, there is no restriction to discrete
groups of this result, as was the case for contractible algebras.
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The next lemma, which is an analogue of III.l.l, is a corollary of Proposi-
tion II.3.2.(b).
Lemma III.2.1. Let A be a Banach algebra and G a group acting on A.
If A is amenable as a Banach algebra and G is amenable as a group, then A
is G-amenable.
Proof. Suppose M is a dual G-A-module, then H1(A, M)=0, since, in
particular, M is a dual A-module. Since G is amenable, it follows, from
II.3.2 (b), that 8: H1G(A, M)  H
1(A, M) is injective. This implies that
H1G(A, M)=0, whence A is G-amenable. K
The following theorem is an analogue of Theorem III.1.4 for amenable
algebras. The theorem and proof follows [BJo2]. Again we restrict to unital
Banach algebras. In the following, we denote the image of an element e in
a Banach space E, under the canonical embedding of E into E**, by e^.
Theorem III.2.2. Let A be a unital Banach algebra (with unit I). The
following are equivalent.
(a) A is amenable.
(b) There is a bounded A-module map `: (A  A)*  A* such that
` b +*=idU*.
(c) There is an element F in (A  A)** such that +**(F)A=A and
FA=AF for all A in A, where +**(F ) # A** and A** is viewed as an
A-module.
Proof. (b) O (c): Define F: (A  A)*  C by (F, ,)=(`(,), I) , for ,
in (A  A)*. Note that the first pairing is that of A  A)** and
(A  A)*, while the other is that of A* and A. (In the following, we use
different pairings leaving to the context which pairing is meant.) Then
F # (A  A)**. Moreover, if A # A, then
(FA, ,)=(F, A,)=(`(A,), I)=(A`(,), I)=(`(,), A)
=(`(,) A, I)=(`(,A), I)=(F, ,A)=(AF, ,)
for all , in (A  A)*. This proves that FA=AF for all A in A. Further-
more, for  in A*
( +**(F ) A, )=( +**(F ), A)=(F, +*(A))
=(`(+*(A)), I)=(A, I)
=(, A)=(A , ) ,
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which proves that +**(F)A=A . Hence F satisfies all the requirements
of (c).
(c) O (b): Define `: (A  A)*  A* by (`(,), A)=(FA, ,), where
, # (A  A)* and A # A. Then ` is a bounded linear map with &`&&F&.
Suppose B # A, A # A, and , # (A  A)*. Then
(`(B,), A)=(FA, B,)=(F(AB), ,)=(`(,), AB)=(B`(,), A)
and
(`(,)B), A)=(FA, ,B)=( (BF)A, ,)=(FBA, ,)
=(`(,), BA)=(`(,) B, A).
Thus `(B,)=B`(,) and `(,B)=`(,)B. It follows that ` is an A-module
map.
Finally, by Lemma III.1.3,
(` b +*(,), A)=(FA, +*(,))=( +**(FA), ,)
=( +**(F) A, ,)=(A , ,)=(,, A) ,
whence ` b +*=idU* . Thus (b) follows from (c).
(a) O (c): Define $: A  (A  A)** by $(A)=A( II@)&( II@)A=
AI@&IA@. Then $ is a bounded derivation, and Im $ is contained in
ker +**. For the last assertion, suppose  # A*, then (+**($(A)), )=
(AI@&IA@, +*())=(+*(), AI&IA)=0. Since +** is a weak*
continuous A-module map (compare III.1.3 and [K-R] Proposition 1.6.8),
its kernel is a weak*closed A-submodule. Thus ker +** is a dual A-module
(I.3.8 (c) with action of the one-element group). Since A is assumed
amenable, there is a J in ker +** such that $=2(J). Thus, for A in A,
2(J)(A)=(AJ&JA)=$(A)=A( II@)&( II@)A. This shows that
A( II@&J)=(II@&J)A. Suppose  # A*. Then, by III.1.3,
( +**(II@&J) A, )=( II@, +*(A))=( II@, A+*())
=(, +(IA))=(, A)=(A , ) ,
which shows that +**( II@&J)A=A . Let F be II@&J. Then
+**(F)A=A and FA=AF for all A in A. Thus (c) follows from (a).
(c) O (a): By Lemma III.1.5, it suffices to prove that H1(A, M*)=0 for
all unital dual A-modules M*. Suppose $: A  M* is a bounded derivation
into a unital dual A-module M*. With m in M, (m), in (A  A)*, is
defined to be the unique bounded linear functional such that
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((m), AB)=(m, A$(B)) for A, B in A. From Lemma A.3, &(m)&
K &m& &$&, where K is the norm of the left module action on M*. Define
,: M  C by (,, m)=(F, (m)). A straightforward computation shows
that  and, hence, , are linear. As |(,, m) |K &$& &F& &m&, , is bounded,
whence , # M*.
We prove $=2(,). Note that
((mA), BC)=(mA, B $(C))=(m, AB $(C))=((m), (AB)C)
=((m), A(BC))=((m)A, BC)
for all m in M and A, B, C in A. Since both (mA) and (m)A are bounded
linear maps, and elements of the form BC have dense linear span in
A  A, it follows that (mA)=(m)A. Thus
(A,, m)=(,, mA)=(F, (mA))=(F, (m) A)=(AF, (m)).
Furthermore,
((Am), BC)=(Am, B $(C))=(m, B $(C) A)
=(m, B $(CA)&BC $(A))
=((m), B (CA))&(m, +(BC) $(A))
=(A(m), BC)&((m), +(BC)A)
for all m in M and A, B, C in A. By linearity and continuity of the various
maps, we have that ((Am), z)=(A(m), z)&((m), +(z)A), where
m # M, A # A, and z # A  A.
Since the image, under the natural inclusion, of A  A in (A  A)** is
weak* dense, there is a net (F&) in A  A, such that F &  F in the weak*
topology in (A  A)**. Note that, with ! in A*,
(!, +(F&) A) = ( +*(A!), F&)=(F & , A+*(!))
 (F, A+*(!))=(FA, +*(!))
(V)
= ( +**(FA), !)=( +**(F ) A, !)
= (A , !)=(!, A).
Thus [+(F&)A] converges to A in the weak topology on A for each A in A.
Using these observations, and the fact that M* is unital, we have that
(,A, m)=(,, Am)=(F, (Am))=lim
&
(F & , (Am))=lim
&
((Am), F&)
=lim
&
((A(m), F&)&((m), +(F&)A) )
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=lim
&
(F & , A(m))&lim
&
(m, +(F&) $(A))
=(F, A(m))&lim
&
(m, +(F&) I $(A)).
Let '(B) be (m, B$(A)), for each B in A. Then |'(B)|
K &m& &$& &A& &B&, and ' is linear. Hence ' # A*. From ( V ), we have that
(,A, m)=(FA, (m))&lim
&
(', +(F&) I)=(FA, (m))&(', I)
=(FA, (m))&(m, I $(A))=(FA, (m))&(m, $(A)).
It follows that
(A,&,A, m)=(AF&FA, (m))+(m, $(A))=($(A), m) ,
for all m in M and A in A. Thus $(A)=A,&,A. K
The following is an equivariant version of Theorem III.2.2.
Theorem III.2.3. Let A be a unital Banach algebra and G a discrete
group acting on A. The following are equivalent.
(a) A is G-amenable.
(b) There is a bounded equivariant A-module map `: (A  A)*  A*,
such that ` b +* is the identity transform on A*.
(c) There is an F in ((A  A)**)G such that +**(F )A=A and
FA=AF for all A in A.
Proof. (b) O (c): Define F as in the proof of III.2.2. Then, for all , in
(A  A)*,
( ;g**(F ), ,)=(F, ;*g&1(,))=(`(;*g&1(,)), I)=(:*g&1(`(,)), I)
=(`(,), :g(I ))=(`(,), I)=(F, ,) ,
which proves that ;g**(F)=F. The rest of the properties of F follow as in the
proof of III.2.2.
(c) O (b): Define ` as in the proof of III.2.2. It suffices to prove that ` is
equivariant. Suppose g # G, , # (A  A)*, and A # A. Then, since
F # ((A  A)**)G,
(`(;g*(,)), A)=(FA, ;g*(,))=( ;**g&1(FA), ,)=( ;**g&1(F ) :g&1(A), ,)
=(F:g&1(A), ,)=(`(,), :g&1(A))=(:g*(`(,)), A),
which shows that ` is equivariant.
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(a) O (c): Define $: A  (A  A)** as in the proof of III.2.2. Then, $ is
equivariant since ;g**( II@)= II@.
Because G is assumed to be discrete, (A  A)** is a dual G-A-module.
Since +** is a weak* continuous, equivariant, A-module map (from III.1.3
and [K-R] Proposition 1.6.8), ker +** is a weak* closed invariant A-sub-
module. Thus, by I.3.8 (c), ker +** is a dual G-A-module. From the proof
of III.2.2, im $ker +**. Thus $ is a bounded, equivariant derivation into
ker +**. Since A is assumed to be G-amenable, there is an element J in
ker +** & ((A  A)**)G, such that 2J=$. Let F be II@&J # (A  A)**.
Then ;g**(F)=;g**( II@)&;g**(J)= II@&J=F. From the proof of
III.2.2, F satisfies all the requirements in (c).
(c) O (a): By III.1.5, it suffices to prove that H1G(A, M*)=0 for all unital
dual G-A-modules M*. Suppose $ is a bounded equivariant derivation from
A into a unital dual G-A-module M*. Then $(A)=A,&,A, with , defined
as in the proof of III.2.2. To prove (a), it remains to show that , is invariant
under the group action. Denote by # the action of G on M* and by & the
action of G induced on M as in the proof of Lemma I.3.9. Suppose g # G and
m # M. With  as in the proof of III.2.2,
((&g&1(m)), AB)=(&g&1(m), A $(B))=(m, #g(A $(B)))
=(m, :g(A) $(:g(B)))=((m), :g(A):g(B))
=((m), ;g(AB))=( ;*g&1((m)), AB)
for all A, B in A. Since (&g&1(m)) and ;*g&1(, m)) are bounded and linear,
it follows that (&g&1(m))=;*g&1((m)). Thus
(#g(,), m)=(,, &g&1(m))=(F, (&g&1(m)))=(F, ;*g&1((m)))
=( ;g**(F ), (m))=(F, (m))=(,, m),
and , is invariant under the group action. K
Note that only the proof of (a) O (c) uses that G is discrete. The rest of
the implications remain true even if G is not discrete.
Corollary III.2.4. Suppose A is a Banach algebra and G is a discrete
group acting on A.
(i) If A is G-amenable, then A is amenable.
(ii) If the group G is amenable as a group, then A is G-amenable if and
only if A is amenable.
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Proof. (i) follows immediately from Theorem III.2.3 and Theorem III.2.2.
One implication of (ii) is just (i); the other implication is Lemma III.2.1. K
Note that the next result does not follow, trivially, from the definitions
when G is not discrete since dual G-A-modules are not necesarily Banach
G-A-modules.
Corollary III.2.5. Let A be a Banach algebra and G a group acting on
A. If A is G-contractible, then A is G-amenable.
Proof. Since A is G-contractible, there is an E in (A  A)G such that
AE=EA and +(E)=I for all A in A, by III.1.6. Then E satisfies all the
requirements of III.2.3 (c). Thus, by the remark preceding III.2.4, A is
G-amenable. K
In the following results about C*-algebras, it is essential that the group
action on a C*-algebra is assumed to be by * automorphisms. We refer to
``AFD'' (approximately finite-dimensional) and ``UHF'' (uniformly hyper-
finite) C*-algebras. The AFD C*-algebras B are those for which there
are finite dimensional C*-algebras Bi such that Bi Bi+1 and B=
(i=1B i)
=. The UHF algebras are those AFD algebras B with unit such
that each Bi is simple (equivalently, isomorphic to Mn(C)) and contain the
unit of B.
Proposition III.2.6. Let A be a C*-algebra, G a group acting on A,
and M a dual G-A-module. Suppose B is an AFD-subalgebra and that the
sequence Bi is chosen such that each of the algebras Bi is invariant under the
action of G. If \ # ZnG(A, M), then there is an equivariant n&1 cochain !
such that \&2(!) vanishes when any of its arguments are in B.
Proof. By Proposition III.l.9, each Bi is G-amenable. With \ in
ZnG(A, M), we have that (2(\))(A1 , . . ., An+1) is 0 when any of the Aj are
in Bi since 2(\) is, itself, 0. Thus II.4.9 applies, and there is a `i in
Cn&1G (A, M) such that (\&2(`i))(A1 , . . ., An)=0 if any of the Aj are in Bi .
The remainder of the argument consists of finding the desired ! as a
``limit'' of the `i over some ultrafilter. In order to apply this technique, we
must prepare by showing that the `i can be chosen with a uniform bound.
We shall prove the following result.
There is a constant C (depending on n, the dimension
of \, but not on i) such that `i can be chosen with
&`i&C &\&. (V)
To prove (V), we examine the step-by-step construction, in the proof of
II.4.9, by which `i is derived, noting norm estimates at each step for the
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cochains that lead to `i . The key to the norm estimates is III.l.9, which tells
us that each equivariant l-cocycle on a finite-dimensional C*-algebra with
coefficients in a Banach or dual equivariant module cobounds an invariant
element of the module with norm not exceeding (1+2K+K3) t, where t is
the norm of the 1-cocycle and K is the larger of the norms of the left and
right module actions.
In the proof of II.4.9, `i (or ``!'' as it is called in that proof ) is attained
by constructing a sequence, 0k($) B , of 1-cocycles on B (in the present
case, Bi) with coefficients in Mn&1k , the n&1 cochain group C
n&1(A, M)
with actions }k of A and @g of G, where $ is \&2(!k) and !k , in
Cn&1g (A, M), has been constructed so that (\&2(!k))(A1 , . . ., An)=0 if
some Aj is in B (in Bi , in the present case). From the G-amenability of B
(Bi at present), having shown that 0k($) B # Z1G(B, N
n&1
k ) (where N
n&1
k is
the group of ``k-relative'' n&1 cochains in Mn&1k ), we conclude that there
is a !0 in (Nn&1k )
G such that 2(!0)=0k($) B . Since B is the finite-dimen-
sional C*-algebra Bi , in the present case, we can choose !0 with a norm
estimate (from III.l.9) once we have estimates for the module actions }k on
Nn&1k . The n&1 cochain !k+1 , for the next stage of the process,
!k+(&1)k !0 , so that we can use our inductive norm estimate for !k to
provide a norm estimate for !k+1. Finally, ! is (or `i , in the present case)
taken to be !n .
To carry out the norm estimates, we begin by noting that, for
k=0, . . ., n&1, the left and right actions }k on Mn&1k have norms at most
K and n&1+K, respectively, by examining Definition II.4.5. It is con-
venient to replace K and n&1+K by the larger n+1+2K(=K0).
At the first stage, !1 is chosen in (Mn&10 )
G such that 0(\) B i=2(!1).
Suppose A # A. Then, with A1 , . . ., An&1 in A.
&((0(\))(A))(A1 , ..., An&1)&=&\(A, A1 , ..., An&1)&
&\& &A& &A1& } } } &An&1&,
which shows that &(0(\))(A)&&\& &A&. Hence &0(\)&&\&. Since
&0(\)B i &&0(\)&&\&, we may choose !1 such that
&!1&(1+2K0+K 30) &\&(1+2K0+K
3
0)
2 &\&.
Suppose we have established that &!k&(1+2K0+K30)
2k &\& at the k th
stage. With A in A and A1 , . . ., An1 in A, we have that
&((0k($))(A))(A1 , ..., An&1)&=&$(A1 , ..., Ak , A, Ak+1, ..., An&1)&
&$& &A& &A1& } } } &An&1&.
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Thus &(0k($))(A)&&$& &A&. Hence
&0k($)Bi&&0k($)&&$&=&\&2(!k)&=&\&+(2K+n&1) &!k&.
Thus the choice of !0 , in (Nn&1k )
G, such that 2(!0)=0k($) B i can be made
(by III.1.9) so that
&!0&(1+2K0+K 30) &0k($)Bi&
(1+2K0+K 30)(1+(2K+n&1)(1+2K0+K
3
0)
2k) &\&.
Hence
&!k+1&=&!k+(&1)k !0&
(1+2K0+K 30)(2+(2K+n&1)(1+2K0+K
3
0)
2k) &\&
(1+2K0+K 30)
2(k+1) &\&.
Finally, we choose !n to be `i , and (1+2K0+K30)
2n serves as C in (V).
For A1 , . . ., An&1 in A and m* in M*, the predual of M, let
( f (A1 , . . ., An&1m*))(k) be (`k(A1 , . . ., An&1), m*). From (V),
| f (A1 , ..., An&1 , m*)(k)|C &\& &A1& } } } &An&1& &m*& (k # N). (VV)
Thus f (A1 , . . ., An&1 , m*) has a unique continuous extensionf (A1 , . . ., An&1 , m*) to ;(N). By multilinearity of (`k(A1 , . . ., An&1), m*)
on A_ } } } _A_M
*
and (VV), f is an n-linear map from A_ } } } _A_M
*
into C(;(N)) and & f &C &\&. Let g^(A1 , . . ., An , m*) be the constant func-
tion whose value at each point of ;(N) is (\(A1 , . . ., An), m*) and
(2f )(A1 , . . ., An , m*) be the function
f (A2 , ..., An , m*A1)& :
n&1
i=1
(&1) i f (A1 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An , m*)
+(&1)n f (A1 , ..., An&1, Anm*).
When some Aj is in some Bh , we have that
( g^(A1 , ..., An , m*)&(2f
 )(A1 , ..., An , m*))(k)=0 (kh, m* # M*)
by choice of `k . Hence ( g^(A1 , . . ., An , m*)&(2f
 )(A1 , . . ., An , m*))(x)=0
for all x in ;(N)"N) and all m
*
in M
*
, since [k # N: kh] is dense in
;(N)"[1, . . ., h&1].
Choose x0 in ;(N)"N) and let *(A1 , . . ., An&1, m*) be
( f (A1 , . . ., An&1 , m*))(x0). From (VV) and n-linearity of f
 , * is a bounded
n-linear functional. Let !(A1 , . . ., An&1) be the element of M(=(M*)*)
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whose value at m
*
is *(A1 , . . ., An&1 , m*). Then ! # C
n&1(A, M), and with
A1 , . . ., An&1 in A, some Aj in some Bk , and m* in M* , we have that
( (\&2(!))(A1 , ..., An), m*)
=( \(A1 , ..., An), m*)&(!(A2 , ..., An), m*A1)
+ :
n&1
i=1
(&1) i+1 (!(A1 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An), m*)
+(&1)n+1 (!(A1 , ..., An&1), An m*)
=( \(A1 , ..., An), m*)&*(A2 , ..., An , m*A1)
+ :
n&1
i=1
(&1) i+1 *(A1 , ..., AiAi+1 , ..., An , m*)
+(&1)n+1 *(A1 , ..., An&1 , Anm*)
=(( g^&2f )(A1 , ..., An , m*))(x0)
=0.
Thus \&2(!) is 0 when one of its arguments is in some Bk . By norm con-
tinuity of \&2(!), the same is true when one of the arguments lies in B.
To conclude, we show that ! is equivariant. Since each `k is equivariant,
we have that
( f (A1 , ..., An&1 , #g&1(m*)))(k)=(`k(A1 , ..., An&1), #g&1(m*))
=( ;g(`k(A1 , ..., An&1)), m*)
=(`k(:g(A1), ..., :g(An&1)), m*)
=( f (:g(A1), ..., :g(An&1), m*))(k),
for all k in N. As N is dense in ;(N),
( ;g(!(A1 , ..., An&1)), m*) =(!(A1 , ..., An&1), #g&1(m*))
=*(A1 , ..., An&1 , #g&1(m*))
=( f (A1 , ..., An&1 , #g&1(m*)))(x0)
=( f (:g(A1), ..., :g(An&1), m*))(x0)
=*(:g(A1), ..., :g(An&1), m*)
=(!(:g(A1), ..., :g(An&1)), m*)
where ;g is, of course, the dual action to #g on M*. Thus! # Cn&1G (A, M). K
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Corollary III.2.7. Suppose A is a C*-algebra and G is a group acting
on A. Suppose A is the norm closure of an increasing union of finite-dimen-
sional C*-algebras, such that all the finite-dimensional algebras are invariant
under the group action. Then A is G-amenable.
Proof. This is a special case of Proposition III.2.6, since A, itself, has
the properties of B. Thus if \ # Z1G(A, M) for a dual equivariant module
M, then there is a ! in C0G(A, M) such that \=2(!). K
Since III.2.6 follows from III.2.7 and II.4.9, we could, as well, have
proven III.2.7 first. However, that proof would have been substantially the
same as the proof given for III.2.6.
Each UHF algebra A contains a commuting family [Aj] of C*-algebras
Aj such that each Aj is isomorphic to some Mnj (C) and each contains the
unit of A. A (is isomorphic to) the infinite tensor product A j . (See
[K-R] section 12.1, the first paragraph.) If :j is a *-automorphism of Aj
for each j, there is a (unique) *-automorphism : of A whose restriction
to Aj is :j for all j. We say that : is a product automorphism (relative
to Aj). When each :g is a product automorphism of A (relative to the same
family [Aj]), g in the group G, we say that : is a product action of G
on A.
Corollary III.2.8. If A is a UHF C*-algebra and G has product action
on A, then A is G-amenable.
Proof. A and the action satisfy the requirements of Corollary III.2.7. K
III.3. Amenable von Neumann Algebras
In this section, the analogue of Corollary III.2.4. (i) is proven for factors
of type II1 .
Definition III.3.1. Suppose R is a von Neumann algebra, then a dual
R-module M is called a dual normal R-module, if the maps
T  Tm and T  mT
from R to M are ultraweakly - weak* continuous for all m in M.
Definition III.3.2. (i) A von Neumann algebra R is called amenable
(as a von Neumann algebra) if H 1(R, M)=0 for all dual normal R-
modules M.
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(ii) A von Neumann algebra R on which a group G acts is called
G-amenable (as a von Neumann algebra) if H1G(R, M)=0 for all dual
G-R-modules M that are dual normal modules.
We shall prove that if M is a type II1 factor, then M is amenable if it
is G-amenable for some discrete group G. This result will be obtained
through a series of lemmas that exploit the module X and the derivation
D defined in [ACo1] on page 109.
In the rest of this section, M is a II1 factor with trace { and : is an
action of a group G on M. Denote by H the Hilbert space L2(M, {). We
may consider M as acting on H with a generating unit trace vector u.
(M is in standard form and {(A)=(Au, u) for each A in M). The L2-norm
on M is defined by &A&2={(A*A)12.
Lemma III.3.3. There are unitary operators Ug on H such that
:g(A)=Ug AUg*, Ug u=u, and g  Ug is a unitary representation of G on H.
Proof. This follows from [RKa3] Remark (4.15). K
Lemma III.3.4. If G is discrete, then B(H) is a Banach G-B(H)-
module, with action # of G defined by #g(T )=Ug TUg*. Moreover, B(H)*
is a dual G-B(H)-module with the corresponding dual actions.
Proof. The first assertion follows as in (d) of I.2.5. The second assertion
follows from Lemma I.3.6. K
The Connes module X is defined as the set
[ # B(H)* : (a) There is a K such that |(, ATB) |<K &A&2 &T& &B&2 ,
(A, B # M, T # B(H)),
(b) (, A) =0, (A # M)].
Actions of M on X are defined by
(A, T ) =(, TA) and (A, T )=(, AT ) (A # M, T # B(H),  # X ),
where TA and AT are the product of T and A as elements of B(H).
G is assumed to be discrete for the rest of this section.
Lemma III.3.5. X is a dual normal M-module. Moreover, the action #g*
of G on B(H)* restricts to an action on X under which X is a dual
G-M-module.
Proof. The first part of the lemma follows from [ACo1] page 109.
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To prove the second part of the lemma, it suffices to prove that X is
invariant under the action #*, since B(H)* is a dual G-M-module. Sup-
pose  # X, g # G, A, B # M, and T # B(H). Then
|(#g*(), ATB) |= |(, #g&1(ATB)) |=|(, U g*ATBUg) |
= |(, (U g*AUg)(U g*TUg)(U g*BUg)) |
= |(, :g&1(A) U g*TUg:g&1(B)) |
K &:g&1(A)&2 &U g*TUg& &:g&1(B)&2
=K &A&2 &T& &B&2 ,
since { is invariant under automorphisms (by uniqueness of {). Hence
(#g*,) satisfies (a). Moreover, since :g(A) # M,
(#g*(), A) =(, U g*AUg)=(, :g&1(A)) =0.
Hence (#g*) satisfies (b), and #g*() # X. Thus X is invariant under the
action #* of G. K
The Connes derivation D from M into X is defined by
(D(A), T )=( (AT&TA) u, u)
where A # M, T # B(H).
Lemma III.3.6. D is an equivariant derivation from <M into X.
Proof. This is straightforward. We prove that D is equivariant. Suppose
g # G, A # M, and T # B(H). Then since Ug*u=Ug&1 u=u, for all g in G,
(D(:g(A)), T )=( (:g(A)) T&T(:g(A)) u, u)
=( (UgAU g*T&TUg AU g*) u, u)
=( (UgAU g*TUg U g*&Ug U g*TUgAU g*) u, u)
=( (AU g*TUg&U g*TUg A) U g*u, U g*u)
=( (AU g*TUg&U g*TUg A) u, u) =(D(A), U g*TUg)
=(D(A), #g&1(T))=(#g*(D(A)), T ). K
Theorem III.3.7. Suppose M is a II1 -factor and G a discrete group
acting on M. If M is not amenable (as a von Neumann algebra), there is a
normal dual M-module X that is also a dual G-M-module such that
H1G(M, X){0. Consequently, if M is G-amenable, then M is amenable.
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Proof. If the Connes derivation D is inner then M is amenable by
[ACo1] page 109. K
Remark III.3.8. The last part of Theorem III.3.7 may hold for more for
general von Neumann algebras. Virtual diagonals, as in [EEf1], should
play a role in these considerations.
APPENDIX A: Projective Tensor Product
In this appendix, the projective tensor product of Banach spaces will be
defined. Some of the basic properties of this tensor product will be proven.
The definition and properties given can be found in any book treating
norms on tensor products of Banach spaces (e.g. [AHe]). However, since
this topic plays an important role in our considerations, it seems
worthwhile to prove the few facts needed.
Let E and F be Banach spaces. Denote by EF the algebraic tensor
product (as vector-spaces) of E and F. Define a norm &z& (the projective
norm) of z in EF by
&z&=inf { :
n
i=1
&ei& & fi& : z= :
n
i=1
ei fi , ei # E, fi # F= .
Lemma A.1. & } & defines a norm on EF.
Proof. The only property whose proof is not routine is that if z{0,
then &z&{0. Suppose z is non-zero. Let ni=1 e$i  f $i be a representation of
z as a sum of n of simple tensors, where n is minimal. Then e$1 , . . ., e$n are
linearly independent. Let E0 be the n-dimensional subspace of E generated
by e$1 , . . ., e$n . Let , be a linear functional on E, of norm 1, such that
,(e$1)=&e$1& (by the Hahn-Banach theorem [K-R] 1.6.2). Let M0 be the
null space of , in E0 . Let e2 , . . ., en be a basis for M0 , and let e1 be e$1 . Then
z=ni=1 ei  fi for some fi in F. Since n was minimal f1 {0. Let  be a
linear functional on F, of norm 1, such that ( f1)=& f1& (by the Hahn-
Banach theorem).
From the universal property of the algebraic tensor product, there is a
unique linear map ,: EF  C such that (,)(e f )=,(e) ( f )
for all e in E and f in F. Since &,&1 and &&1, we have that
} (,) \ :
n
i=1
ei fi+ }= } (,) \ :
k
i=1
e$i f $i + }
= } :
k
i=1
,(e$i) ( f $i) } :
k
i=1
&e$i& & f $i&,
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when ni=1 ei  fi=
k
i=1 e$1 f $i . This proves that ( |(,)(
n
i=1 ei fi)|
&ni=1 ei  fi&. Since |(,)(ni=1 ei  fi)|=ni=1 ,(ei)=&e1& & f1&,
we have the desired property &z&=&ni=1 ei fi &>0. K
Definition A.2. Suppose E and F are Banach spaces, then E  F, the
projective tensor product of E and F, is defined as the completion of EF
with respect to the projective norm & } &.
Lemma A.3. Suppose ,: E_F  G is a bilinear map into a Banach space
G, and there is a constant K such that
&,(e, f )&K &e& & f & (e # E, f # F ).
Then there is a unique bounded linear map , : E  F  G such that
, (e f )=,(e, f ) (e # E, f # F).
Moreover, if &,& denotes the smallest constant K, then &, &=&,&.
Proof. By the universal property of the algebraic tensor product, there
is a unique linear map , : EF  G such that , (e f )=,(e, f ). We shall
prove that , is bounded, with bound at most &,&, as a map from
(EF, & } &) into G. Then , has a unique extension to a bounded linear
map , , of norm at most &,&, of E  F into G.
Suppose z in EF and =>0 are given. By definition of the projective
norm, there are e1 , . . ., en in E and f1 , . . ., fn in F such that z=ni=1 ei  fi
and ni=1 &ei& &fi&<&z&+=. Thus
&, (z)&=", \ :
n
i=1
ei fi+" :
n
i=1
&,(ei , fi)& :
n
i=1
&,& &ei& & fi&
<&,&(&z&+=)=&,& &z&+&,& =.
Since = was arbitrary, this implies that , is bounded with bound at most
&,&. The proof of the last assertion is straightforward. K
Lemma A.4. For e in E and f in F, &e f &=&e& & f &, that is, the projec-
tive norm is a cross norm.
Proof. It is immediate from the definition that &e f &&e& & f &, so
only the reverse inequality is needed. By the Hahn-Banach theorem there
is a , in E* such that &,&1 and ,(e)=&e&. Similarly, there is  in F*
such that &&1 and ( f )=& f &. By Lemma A.3, there is a unique
bounded linear map ,: E  F  C such that
(,)(e$ f $)=,(e$) ( f $) (e$ # E, f $ # F ),
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and &,&1. Thus &e& & f &=|,(e)( f )|=|(,)(e f )|&e f &,
which completes the proof. K
Lemma A.5. Suppose E, F, and G are Banach spaces. Then
(E  F )  G and E  (F  G) are isometrically isomorphic.
Proof. For g in G, define ,g : E_F  E  (F  G) by ,g(e, f )=
e ( fg). Then ,g is bilinear, and, by Lemmas A.4 and A.3, there is a
unique bounded linear map , g : E  F  E  (F  G), such that &,g &
&g& and ,g(e f )=e ( fg).
Define ,: (E  F )_G  E  (F  G) by
,(z, g)=, g(z) (g # G, z # E  F ).
Then , is bilinear. Since &,(z, g&=&, g(z)&&, g & &z&&g& &z&, there is a
unique bounded linear map , : (E  F )  G  E  (F  G) such that
&, &1 and , ((ef )g)=e ( fg).
By a similar procedure, a bounded linear map  : E  (F  G) 
(E  F )  G can be constructed such that & &1 and  (e ( fg))=
(e f )g. Since , and  are bounded and linear,  b , ((e f )g)=
(e f )g, and , b  (e ( fg))=e ( fg) for all e in E, f in F, and g
in G, it follows that  b , =id (E  F )  G and , b  =idE  (F  G) . Thus , is
an isomorphism onto. Since both , and  have norm less than one, , is
an isometry. K
The associativity of the projective tensor product (Lemma A.5) shows
that the projective tensor product of n Banach spaces is independent
(up to isometric isomorphism) of the order in which the tensor product
is constructed. With E1 , . . ., En Banach spaces, we may, therefore, speak
about the projective tensor-product of these spaces and denote it by
``E1  E2  . . .  En .''
Lemma A.6. Suppose E1 , . . ., En , and F are Banach spaces and
,: E1_E2 _ } } } _En  F is an n-linear map such that
&,(e1 , ..., en)&K &e1& } } } &en& (ei # Ei)
for some constant K.
Then there is a unique bounded linear map , : E1  } } }  En  F such
that
, (e1e2 } } } en)=,(e1 , e2 , ..., en) (ei # Ei).
Moreover, if &,& denotes the smallest K, then &, &=&,&.
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Proof. The lemma is proven by induction on n. The ground case, n=2,
is Lemma A.3. For induction step use a procedure similar to the one in the
preceding proof. K
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